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THE SO-CALLED REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS AND REFLEXIVIZATION IN IBIBIO¹

Okon E. Essien
University of Calabar, Calabar, Nigeria

In Ibibio, there are certain NP's which superficially look like English reflexive pronouns. This paper critically examines such NP's and presents facts and arguments to demonstrate that they are in fact not reflexive pronouns but possessive NP's. In addition, the paper relates the emphatics, whose forms in Ibibio, like their English counterparts, are similar to the so-called reflexive pronouns. Since the facts of Ibibio strongly suggest that the so-called reflexive pronouns are in fact examples of possessive NP's, it is suggested that these NP's be derived by the rule of Possessive pronominalization rather than by reflexivization. The paper finally considers the implication of such an analysis for the Ibibio grammar.

1. Introduction

Pronominalization can be looked upon as a rule that is concerned with the derivation of pronouns in relation to other NP's in a specified phrase marker. In a standard transformational approach [Lees and Klima 1963:147ff.], pronominalization derives a pronoun from an underlying more fully specified NP, provided, of course, such an NP satisfies certain conditions. Following Postal's [1966:61-66] further development and refinement of the mechanisms of this approach, pronominalization consists in specifying a noun stem as [+Pro] and additionally as [+Refl] in the case of reflexivization, a particular type of pronominalization. In Jackendoff's interpretative theory, pronominalization consists in specifying the relation between two NP's, one of which is a pronoun, in particular marking them as coreferential. In this approach [Jacken-

¹Ibibio is spoken by about four million people in the Cross River State of Nigeria. It is very closely related to Efik.
such a rule is not a syntactic but a semantic one of interpretation.

There are several types of pronominalization, the best known of which may be referred to as simple pronominalization, e.g. English he/him, she/her, etc.; reflexivization, e.g. English himself, herself, etc.; and relativization, e.g. English who/whom, which, etc.

There are other less discussed types of pronominalization such as reciprocal pronominalization (English each other, one another, etc.) and possessive pronominalization (English his, their, etc.). Even Lees and Klima [1963], in what has now become standard transformational reference for pronominalization, made no mention at all of possessive pronominalization. Yet the phrase "possessive pronoun" is quite often used by linguists (see Quirk and Greenbaum [1973:105-106], for example). Moreover, there are cases such as the following in English:

(1) a. John sold his car.
   b. The men saw their wives.

These involve a rule of pronominalization, but judged by the forms of the pronouns (his/their) and their relationship to the other elements in the sentences, they apparently differ from any of the well known types—simple pronominalization, reflexivization, and relativization—as they are generally formulated.

This paper examines the so-called reflexive pronouns and in comparison with English reflexive pronouns, which are currently derived by reflexivization, suggests that such NP's in Ibibio are not in fact reflexive but possessive. It further suggests that if reflexivization as currently formulated handles only reflexive pronouns, then the reflexive-like NP's in Ibibio, which are in fact possessive NP's, cannot be handled by the same rule. More importantly, the syntactic behaviour of Ibibio possessive NP's, which is substantially different from that of English reflexive pronouns, strongly suggests that possessive pronouns, themselves possessive NP's, be derived by another pronominal rule. That rule, in our view, is possessive pronominalization. Unlike reflexivization, possessive pronominalization, as we shall see, enables
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us to relate the so-called reflexive pronouns to the emphatics, both of which have identical forms in Ibibio.

2. The So-called Reflexive Pronouns and Reflexivization

Definitions of reflexive pronouns are at best casual or informal. Jespersen [1964:111] defines them in terms of the identity between the subject and the object of a sentence: "When the subject and object are identical, we use for the latter the so-called reflexive pronouns." In other words, there is no mention of the SIMPLEX or CLAUSE-MATE condition that is commonly associated with reflexivization. For Quirk and Greenbaum [1973:103], "Reflexive pronouns replace a coreferent noun phrase, normally within the same finite verb." Here the definition is not only in terms of identity or coreference, but also in terms of the function of the pronoun, namely the replacement of a coreferent NP. And for Akmajian and Heny [1975:195ff.], each reflexive pronoun "may be thought of as composed of a noun stem with a possessive pronoun (such as my, your, her) attached to it." In this case, the definition is from the point of view of the composition of the pronoun itself.

So from the above definitions (or so-called definitions), the following characteristics of the reflexive pronoun in English may be abstracted.

(1) It occurs as object of a sentence and is identical or coreferent with the subject of the sentence.
(2) This sentence in which the reflexive pronoun occurs is normally a simple clause.
(3) It is a COMPOSITE pronoun consisting of a stem and some kind of modifier.

In recent years these characteristics have been formulated as a rule or transformation known as Reflexivization. As we have already pointed out above, this rule is a type of pronominalization.

From a typical standard transformational standpoint, e.g. Lees & Klima [1963:47ff.], Chomsky [1965:145-146], such a rule in English applies in a phrase marker of the following sort, provided the identity and the clause-mate conditions are met (see example (1) on the next page).

In Jackendoff's interpretative theory, the identity condition is not necessary, since there are semantic rules of interpretation which "establish relations between pairs of noun phrases marking them coreferential or non-coref-
We maintain that reflexivization, whether in the standard transformational theory or in Jackendoff's interpretative theory, is not the rule that derives Ibibio pronouns. As we shall see, the facts of Ibibio strongly suggest that these pronouns are a combination of Noun + Determiner of a possessive nature. Accordingly, our derivation of these pronouns will take this into consideration.

3. Facts and Arguments

To begin with, let us consider the forms of the so-called reflexive pronouns in Ibibio.

(2) a. (àmí)² ànyàànà fòdém (àmí) 'I am helping myself'
   \[1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4\]
   \[1 \quad 4 \quad 3\]

b. (àtò) ànyàànà fòdém (àtò) 'you are helping yourself'
   \[1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4\]
   \[1 \quad 4 \quad 3\]

c. (ànyá) ànyàànà fòdém (àmà) 'he/she/it is helping himself/herself/ itself'
   \[1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4\]
   \[1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4\]

d. (àñýíñ) ànyàànà fòdém (àñýíñ) 'we are helping ourselves'
   \[1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4\]
   \[1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4\]

e. (àñýíñ) ànyàànà fòdém (àñýíñ) 'you are helping yourselves'
   \[1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4\]
   \[1 \quad 2 \quad 3 \quad 4\]

²Tones are indicated as follows:
- High Tone
- a combination of High Tone and Downstepped Tone in a syllable
- Rising Tone
- Falling Tone
- Low Tone

pure Downstepped Tone is unmarked
The so-called reflexive pronouns are \( \text{idém (ðnml)} \), \( \text{idém (ðnftô)} \), \( \text{idém (ðmô)} \), \( \text{idém (ðnyîn)} \), \( \text{idém (ðnftô)} \), and \( \text{idém (ðmô)} \). The parentheses, as usual, indicate that the elements within them are optional.

First, we want to say that \( \text{idém} \) is a lexical item (with a potential ambiguity between 'self' or 'body') that occurs in the lexicon of the base of the grammar. This is a familiar analysis in English that does not need further defence. In support of this analysis, Postal [1966:61] has said this:

But the treatment of \textit{self} as a grammatical formative is untenable. In fact \textit{self} must be taken to be a noun stem as we see clearly in such phrases as \textit{the expression of self in our society, selfish, selfless, etc.}

Similar arguments exist for Ibibio, where such nominalized phrases as \( \text{mbût idém} \) 'belief' (lit. 'borrowing of oneself'), \( \text{ukûd idém} \) 'pride' (lit. 'seeing oneself (above others)'), and \( \text{Ukpêmû} \) \( \text{idém} \) 'caring for oneself' exist.

Even more important and crucial for our analysis is the fact that \( \text{idém} \) can occur on its own. Consider the following examples:

(3) a. \( \text{idém ðmô fsôa} \)  'he is not well' (lit. body-his not well)

b. \( \text{idém imô fsôa} \)  'Ime is not well' (lit. body-Ime not well)

But if \( \text{idém} \) is a nominal that occurs in the base rather than a transformationally derived formative, the elements \( \text{ðnml, ðnftô, ðmô, ðnyîn, ðnftô, ðmô} \) can best be looked upon as nominal modifiers. Indeed they behave like nominal modifiers. More specifically \( \text{idém} \) occurs as part of a possessive NP. Such NP's consist of two nominals (at least) with the first acting as a head noun (or \( \text{N} \)) and the following nominal acting as a modifier of some sort of the preceding nominal head (or \( \text{N} \)). The first nominal is the object \textit{possessed} while the second or following nominal is the possessor. For arguments that analyse possessive NP's as consisting of \( \text{N} \) and \( \text{DET} \), see Essien [1978:121-126].

Before we turn to facts and arguments to support our claim that the so-called reflexive pronouns in Ibibio consist of a noun + a determiner of a possessive nature, we should perhaps mention that the behaviour of \( \text{idém} \) as
both a noun stem in a reflexive function and a purely lexical item meaning 'body' is not unique in Ibibio. A good number of the languages in the Cross River State of Nigeria with which I am familiar show this characteristic. Thus in Òron, which is related to Ibibio, the interpretation of ile in (4a) is 'self' while in (4b), the interpretation is 'body'.

\[(4)\]  
:a. Òtù ìlé mi\] 'I shot myself'

\[
\begin{array}{lllllll}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\end{array}
\]

b. Òtù ìlé ìléghì\] 'I shot his body'

\[
\begin{array}{lllllll}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\end{array}
\]

Similarly, in Òsák Édèt, a language spoken by a small community near the Nigerian border with the United Republic of Cameroun, ùnem in (5a) means 'self' while in (5b) it means 'body'.

\[(5)\]  
a. ìmbàrádà ùnem mi\] 'I touched myself'

\[
\begin{array}{lllllll}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\end{array}
\]
b. ìmbàrádà ùnem use\] 'I touched his body'

\[
\begin{array}{lllllll}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\end{array}
\]

Returning to Ibibio, let us begin by examining the object NP's (dem mmi, dem mfo, dem am; etc. in (2) above. We claim that these NP's are in fact possessive NP's similar to those in (3). In that case the main difference between the possessive NP's in (2) and those in (3) is that in (2) the NP's occupy the object position while those in (3) occupy the subject position. Let us now consider the facts supporting our claim.

First, just as possessive NP's take articles, the so-called reflexive pronouns or NP's also take articles. Consider the following examples:

\[(6)\]  
a. ìmé ayëm ùlëmè ìmbì ìdd\] 'Ime wants that share of his'

\[
\begin{array}{lllllll}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\end{array}
\]
b. ìmé ìddì dem mbo ìddì ìboxo' 'Ime is very arrogant' (lit. ìme ìddì ìddì ìboxo' 'Ime sees himself art. too much (above others))

\[
\begin{array}{lllllll}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 \\
\end{array}
\]

The possessive NP in (6a) is ùlëmè ìmbì 'his share', the so-called reflexive pronoun is ìddì ìddì 'himself' in (6b), while the article is ìddì .

Second, both kinds of NP's take adjectives, as the following examples show:
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(7) a. ọtta ọyèm ọtiko ọyìn ọmọ  'Ata is looking for his small child'
   b. ọtta ọmọ ọtiko ọdèm ọmọ ọkọ  'Ata also likes his small self'

Third, both the possessive NP and the so-called reflexive pronoun allow quantifiers, as the following examples show:

(8) a. ọtto ọdò ọyèm ọdèf ọnlè ọmọ  'the man wants all his wealth'
   b. ọtto ọdò ọyile ọdèf ọdèm ọmọ  'the man has washed his whole body/self'

Fourth, and very crucially, if the so-called reflexive pronoun is in fact a possessive NP, then idem, the thing possessed, can be replaced by a pronominal element ọkè 'own'. The object possessed is easily replaceable by ọkè, as the following examples show:

(9) a. ọtta ọyèm ọmọtò ọmọ, ọdóxó ọmọtò ọmọ 'Ata wants your car, not my car'
   b. ọtta ọyèm ọmọtò ọmọ, ọdóxó ọkè ọmọ 'Ata wants your car, not my own'

The same sort of replacement observed in (9) is evident in the following examples, which involve the so-called reflexive pronouns:

(10) a. ọnyààgà ịdèm ọmọ, ọtò ọnyààgà ịdèm ọmọ 'I am helping myself, you help yourself'
   b. ọnyààgà ịdèm ọmọ, ọtò ọnyààgà ọkè ọmọ 'I am helping myself, you help your own'

The sentences in (10a) and (10b) are, of course, paraphrases of each other and they show a real difference between the reflexives in English and the so-called reflexives in Ibibio. They also very convincingly show that such "reflexives" in the latter language are in fact possessive in nature.

Related to this and very interesting is the behaviour of ọkè with the first person singular ọmọ. ọkè and ọmọ may coalesce, as it were, to become one word in certain sentence types. Consider the following examples which are paraphrases of each other:

(11) a. ọpè ọwèd ọmọ ọkọ ọpè ọwèd ọmọ 'buy your books, leave my books'
The same coalescing process observed in (11), which illustrates obvious cases of possession, also takes place in the case of the so-called reflexive pronouns, as the following pairs of examples show:

(12) a. kéré \( \text{idém hîtò, kpîn 'áklîm} \) 'think of yourself, leave me' (lit. think of yourself, leave myself)
    b. kéré \( \text{idém hîtò, kpîn 'áklîm} \) 'think of yourself, leave me' (lit. think of yourself, leave my own)

(13) a. \( \text{ìmè àsuennè fàdôx ømè, fàdôx 'ámè ìmè} \) 'Ime has disgraced himself, not me' (lit. Ime has disgraced himself, not myself)
    b. \( \text{ìmè àsuennè fàdôx ømè, fàdôx 'ámè ìmè} \) 'Ime has disgraced himself, not me' (lit. Ime has disgraced himself, not my own)

Now, although (12) and (13) are grammatical only in the context of a contrast, they nevertheless touch on an important and fundamental aspect of reflexivization. It is constantly maintained that the reflexive pronoun, as the object, must be identical to its subject in the sentence in which the two occur. Indeed that is the essence of the word reflexive. But in (12a), the subject of the clause \( \text{kpîn 'áklîm} \) (lit. leave myself) is \( \text{hîtò 'you'} \), while the object is \( \text{idém 'ámè} \) 'myself'. Similarly in (13a), the subject of the second clause \( \text{ímè} \) and the object of that clause, \( \text{idém 'ámè} \), are not identical. If we derive the so-called reflexive pronouns from reflexivization, we have to make an exception in the identity condition to accommodate the sentences in (12) and (13). But no such problem arises if we derive them as possessive NP's. After all, not all possessive NP's undergo possessive pronomin-alization.

Fifthly, the fact that elements like \( \text{mmè 'my'}, \text{fîo 'your'}, \text{ámè 'his/ her'} \), etc. can be deleted, as pointed out earlier, follows from the fact that in possessives the possessor element can be deleted in cases where the possessor is obvious. Consider the following examples, where items in the brackets are deletable:
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The recoverability of the deletable elements generally depend on the context in which the utterance is made. However, there are cases where recoverability does not depend on the context but on the grammar itself. Consider the following examples:

(14) a. anwaan 1 2 3 2 1 3
b. ebe (amo) 1 2 1 ~dakk~
c. mma anyem 1 2 3 2 1 3

The recoverability of the deletable elements generally depend on the context in which the utterance is made. However, there are cases where recoverability does not depend on the context but on the grammar itself. Consider the following examples:

(15) a. Cain 1 2 3 4 5 am~ 2 ~yfn 3 ak~ 'Cain killed his brother' (lit. Cain past tense morpheme kill his mother's son)
   b. Cain ama awot ayin eka 1 2 1 'Cain killed his brother'

In (15b), am~ 'his' can obviously be recovered from the grammar itself by coreference with Cain, because given the structure of that sentence, ayin ek~ 'brother' can only be related to the antecedent Cain.

So the deletability of the elements mml, mfo, am~, etc. in (2), which contain the so-called reflexive pronouns and in (14) and (15), which contain possessive NP's, appear to follow from the fact that these elements in the two sets of NP's are essentially the same and also perform the same function in both sets of NP's. This strongly suggests that the elements in both cases be derived from the same source. If that is the case, we can either derive them by reflexivization, as in English, or by possessive pronominalization, given a proper analysis. Since (14) and (15) clearly cannot provide the proper analysis for reflexivization, it seems obvious that possessive pronominalization is the alternative.

Sixth, Essien [1978:121-130] has shown that in Efik, the so-called picture nouns, together with the reflexive-like forms associated with them, such as ndfsa fadem mm~ and mbuk (dem eSla in (16) are better analysed as possessive NP's.

(16) a. mmekud ndise idem mm~ 1 2 3 4 5 'I have seen a picture of myself'
   b. Bassey etl~ mbuk fadem eSla 1 2 3 4 5 'Bassey has told a story of himself'
The same arguments that apply to Efik in this regard also apply to Ibibio, a very closely related language. Similarly, the same possessive rule that handles the so-called picture nouns in Efik [Essien 1978:130ff] can also handle the so-called picture nouns, such as the following, in Ibibio:

(17) a. ʼmekid n̓díso  Vàhám ʼndəm  ʼnhul  
   'I have seen a picture of myself'

b. ʼBassey ̓h̓ i̓ t̓s̓ t̓ s̃  h̓ h̓ o̓ y̓  ʼnd̓ d̓  ̓ h̓  m̓  ʼn̓ h̓ o̓  
   'Bassey has told a story of himself'

Since both the so-called picture nouns and the so-called reflexive pronouns in Ibibio are possessive in nature, they can be derived by the same possessive rule that derives ordinary possessive NP's. In other words, one does not need two different rules to handle the so-called reflexive pronouns and those reflexive-like forms connected with the so-called picture nouns. A revision of the 1978 possessive rule will be given in Section 4.

Finally, let us consider the emphatic cases which contain the reflexive-like elements. In doing this we shall first of all return to the examples in (12) and (13) so that we may be able to relate them to other emphatic cases.

The examples in (12) and (13) involve some emphasis that arises from contrast. As we see presently, they are in fact just examples of emphatic cases that involve the use of the lexical item ʼndəm and the possessive pronoun, or any other possessive nominal for that matter. This fact relates the so-called reflexive pronouns to the emphatics, both of which have the reflexive-like form, and makes our analysis more revealing. Under reflexivization as currently formulated, this relationship has not been, and indeed cannot be, accounted for.

Before we consider other emphatic cases, let us point out two facts. First, the grammaticality of (12) and (13) arises from the contrast. Thus the following is ungrammatical in isolation:

(18) a. *kp̓hô  Vàhám  ʼnd̓ d̓ ̓ m̓  ʼnh̓ h̓ l̓  
   'leave myself'

But in the contrast situation in which ʼatô 'you' is the subject of both S's in the underlying phrase marker and in which the so-called reflexive pronoun occurs in the first of the S's in (12), this NP, i.e. the so-called reflexive pronoun, is apparently attracted in the second S, hence the grammaticality of (12). Second, the non-reflexive form mñin 'me' would, of course, be grammatical in (12), as the grammaticality of (18b), where mñin has replaced
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Reflexivization in Ibibio, shows:

(18) b. k'oře ɗdəm mftọ, kp'gə mfln 'think of yourself, leave me'

In terms of meaning, however, much of the emphasis or force in (12) is lost in (18b) by the use of mfln in place of ɗdəm mftọ.

The commonest type of emphatic cases (hereafter referred to simply as emphatics) is exemplified by the following:

(19) a. ɗmē k'e ɗdəm ɗmọ 'I/me himself'
    1 2 2 1

b. ṛfọ k'e ɗdəm mftọ 'you yourself'
    1 2 3 1 3 2

In some cases, possession involving emphasis is formally marked as in (19), where the emphatic marker k'e (also used in cleft sentences) follows the "emphasized" nominal, and in the following examples:

(20) a. Ṭkọn dọd ṣỳfn k'e ɗdəm mftọ (iéọxọ ɗnfl hdpkọ)
    1 2 3 4 5 6 7
    'Okon is my real/natural child (not an adopted one)'
    1 4 -----3------ 2 5 7 6

b. nám ụtọm dọd hte ụtọm k'e ɗdəm mftọ (iéọxọ ɗkọ ɗwọ ɗfọn)
    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
    'do that job as your personal job (not as someone else's)'
    1 3 2 4 7 6 5 8 10 11

In the case of (20), the k'e is optionally deletable. Thus, (21a,b) are paraphrases of (20a,b), respectively:

(21) a. Ṭkọn dọd ṣỳfn ɗdəm mftọ (iéọxọ ɗnfl hdpkọ)
    'Okon is my real/natural child (not an adopted one)'

b. nám ụtọm dọd hte ụtọm ɗdəm mftọ (iéọxọ ɗkọ ɗwọ ɗfọn)
    'do that job as your personal job (not as someone else's)'

Observe that the particle k'e occurs between two nominals. In (19), it occurs between ṭmē/ọfọ and ɗdəm and in (20), between ṣỳfn/ụtọm and ɗdəm. One way of deriving the particle is to introduce it transformationally depending on the NP configuration (see the expansion of the NP in Section 4 below). Alternatively, k'e could be generated in the base in all emphatic cases. Then in the case of (12), it is obligatorily deleted, where there is no immediately preceding nominal. It is, however, optionally deletable in the case of (20), as (21) shows. It is not deletable in the case of (19).
How ké is to be derived is not the issue. The issue is that some cases of emphasis require the use of ídém in possessive relationship with other nominals.

4. Formulation of the Possessive Rule

Essien [1978:127] proposed the following expansion of the NP to account for the facts of possessive NP's in Efík, where NOM stands for nominal:

(i) NP + N DET
(ii) DET + (NOM) ARI
(iii) NOM + NP

Given the above expansion of the NP, the possessor NP will be dominated by the NOM of the DET. This then accounts for the "Determiner" behaviour of the possessor nominal observed in Efík (and in Ibibio, as pointed out in Section 3, pp. 96-102).

The above expansion rules as they are cannot account for all the facts of Ibibio possessive NP's presented above. For example, it cannot account for emphasis in the NP. However, with a little amendment to the rules to include EMPH (Emphasis), which is a required category anyway, e.g. the expansion of the VP must include EMPH to account for emphasis in the VP, the facts of Ibibio can be accommodated. Accordingly, we propose the following expansion rules:

(22) (i) NP + N DET
(ii) DET + (EMPH) (NOM) ARI
(iii) NOM + NP

With the above rules, then, both the emphatic and the non-emphatic cases of NP can be accounted for by the selection or non-selection of EMPH respectively in the rule application.

Given the rules in (22) above, a possessive NP with emphasis such as Útóm 'dém mó 'your personal job' in (Z1b) is structured as (23) on the next page.

So far we have been concerned with the base rules that derive possessive NP's. Let us now turn to Possessive Pronominalization, by which, in our definition, possessive pronouns are derived when such pronouns, e.g. ìmò in (Z4) on the next page, have coreferent interpretations.
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(23) 
```
NP
  /   \\
 EMPH NOM
    /   \\
NP
   /     \\
 DET NOM ART
```

útóm  idem  ñbó

(24) ìmé ìnéyàaṣà ide ìmé 'Ime is helping himself'

Underlying (24) is (25), omitting irrelevant details.

(25) 
```
S
  /   \\
NP C
    /     \\
 N DET ART
```
```
VP
  /     \\
 V
    /     \\
 NP
      /   \\
 DET NOM ART
```
```
 NP C
  /   \\
 N DET ART
```

We restate, with a slight modification of the 1978 position, how Possessive Pronominalization applies. Given a structure such as (25), the rule applies, provided that

(i) there are two coreferent NP's (NP₁ and NP₃) such that one of the NP's is dominated by a NOM;

(ii) the latter NP, i.e. NP₃ in our example, is immediately preceded by an N;
(iii) the N that immediately precedes the NP dominated by NOM must be the head noun of the DET that dominates the NOM that in turn dominates the NP, i.e. NP3 in our example.

When the rule applies, it will mark the feature [+Pro] and [+Pos] (Possessive) on the NP dominated by NOM. If the NP is already [+Pro], then the rule will simply mark it [+Pos]. In the case of (25), the NP will be realised later as àmọ, after the necessary phonological rule(s) have applied, given a Chomsky-an grammar.

Sometimes the coreferent NP's occur in one complex NP. Consider the following example:

(26) ɪmè kọ ɪdèm àmọ́

Clearly àmọ́ in (26) refers to ɪmè in the example. Given the rules in (22), (26), which is a possessive NP with emphasis, is structured as (27) below:

(27)

Assuming that NP1 and NP3 in (27) are coreferential, then Possessive Pronominalization can apply, since conditions (ii) and (iii) for the rule application are also met, and NP3 will eventually become amọ́.

3Here we overlook the problems of what constitutes coreference or identity raised by Jackendoff [1968:5] and others. In any case, if NP1 and NP3 cannot be said to be coreferential (which is not to say equal), the N's dominated by these NP's are identical, indeed strictly identical.
To derive \( ká \), which occurs in (26), the surface counterpart of (27), we probably need a \( ká \)-INSERTION rule to introduce this particle. Alternatively, and better still, in our opinion, it can be introduced during what is often referred to as "a second lexical pass" which also lexicalizes ART, which in our grammar is "empty" in the base. This is fully discussed in Essien [1974: 76ff.].

So the three conditions stated above are sufficient for the application of Possessive Pronominalization, whether in an S or NP configuration. Given the above possessive rule, how can we handle the ambiguity of the following sentence:

(28) ˈɪmɛ ˈɑmba ˈdɪfgha ɪdɛm (ˈamb)  

\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 2 & 3 \\
\end{array} \]

a. 'Ime shot himself'

\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
1 & 3 & 2 \\
\end{array} \]

b. 'Ime shot his body', e.g. as opposed to head

Possessive Pronominalization in itself cannot solve this problem, since \( ɪdɛm \) as 'self' or 'body' in the sentence will still have the same underlying structure. That is, whether \( ɪdɛm \) is interpreted as 'self' or 'body' in (28), that sentence is still derived from one underlying source. But that source structure is subject to Possessive Pronominalization. Since Possessive Pronominalization will apply in either case and reduce the structure to (28), that rule cannot solve the ambiguity. But if the ambiguity cannot be solved syntactically by Possessive Pronominalization, it can be solved lexically. This does not need further defence, since we have made the point quite clear that \( ɪdɛm \) is a lexically ambiguous item.

5. Implications

The analysis presented above has certain implications for Ibibio grammar. First, reflexivization as currently formulated does not exist in Ibibio and should be viewed merely as a grammatical device for accounting for reflexive actions in some languages, English, for example. Assuming that all languages can express reflexive actions, then the grammatical device for doing this in Ibibio (and perhaps other languages too in the Niger-Congo family) is Possessive Pronominalization.

Second, the similarity in form between the so-called reflexive pronouns
and the emphatics merely reflects the relationship between the two: they are both traceable to one source, possession. It may well be that the same sort of similarity in form between the reflexive pronouns and the emphatics in English is not accidental, after all.

Third, and very important, our analysis reveals that Possessive Pronominalization is an important aspect of pronominalization in Ibibio, especially as it also acts as a grammatical device for expressing reflexive actions.
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ON THE SCOPE OF THE SERIAL VERB CONSTRUCTION*
IN YORUBA
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The serial verb construction has been observed in many languages of the world, including Chinese [Li and Thompson 1973, 1978], Malayalam [K.P. Monahan, personal communication], and pidgins and creole languages. Among the languages of Africa, it is accepted to be a characteristic of, though not limited to, the Kwa languages. Various proposals have been made to account for the phenomenon. Some speculate that its existence and productivity is in inverse relation to the functional yield of the inflectional categories in the verb and/or of prepositions in individual languages. The hypothesis on reanalysis of verbs is related to the explanation which takes cognisance of prepositions [Givón 1975]. Although this relatedness is not explicitly pursued in the present work, we present data to show that in Yoruba, and perhaps in other Kwa languages, reanalysis of verbs is ill-motivated as a working hypothesis depending, as it does, solely on cross-linguistic analogy and translation. But more crucially, no transformational account of the SVC finds justification in the data. The SVC is, therefore, not a surface structure phenomenon, at least not in the sense that can be accounted for by deletion transformations described on putative underlying coordinate and embedded sentences proposed to date.

0. Introduction

This paper recognizes the scholarly contribution of many linguistic Africanists (notably, Ansre, Awobuluyi, Bamgboye, Christaller, George, Givon, Hyman, *Nick Clements made available to me his important, rigorously well thought out 1973 mimeographed paper which he refused to publish because he did not believe he had enough data. The questions asked in that paper have enabled me to avoid a number of analytic pitfalls. This is not to say that this paper has even begun to answer the most important of his questions. He has also listened patiently to fragmentary discussions of this paper without the benefit of being really familiar with the Yoruba data. He bears no responsibility whatsoever for any inadequacy in this paper. I hope he will accept credit for its merits.
Lord, Schachter, Stahlke, Ward, Westermann) whose works have advanced our awareness of the complexity of the syntactic type referred to as serial verb construction (SVC), particularly the manifestation of this phenomenon in most of the KWA languages. All these studies bear important relevance to the study of the phenomenon in the Yoruba language. A close examination of data from Yoruba leads one to conclude, however, that its scope in that language is much wider than has been hitherto admitted. In particular, and as will be shown below, the data argue that if one eschews translation (say into English), there is little ground for accepting the hypothesis of syntactic reanalysis (as complementizers) for certain verbs which take either sentential or verbal complementation [Lord 1974, 1976; Awobuluyi 1978]. This is so because the data and syntactic analysis, in fact, support their being considered verbs participating in serial verb constructions. Such verbs include pé 'say' and the so-called causative verbs dá, fi, and mú as in (1), (2), (3), and (4):

(1) won rántí pé áíejó ní owó
they remember say guest (focus) money
'they remember that money/wealth is transient'

(2) oníwáásù dá àwọn ènìyànsù ní ọkàn le
preacher make them people his (prep) heart firm
(lit: 'preacher make the heart of his people firm')
'the preacher/pastor reassured his people'

(3) órọ ní àmú fí ní ara ạ̀le
matter the Neg (Caus) me (prep) body reach ground
(lit. 'the matter does not allow my body to rest easy')
'the matter continues to give me anxiety'

(4) órọ Múyíwá mú mí sè òrẹ mú
matter Muyiwa take me offend friend my
'Muyiwa's affair made me offend my friend'

Second, SVC in Yoruba is not classifiable into just same-subject type and

---

As in these examples, verbs and putative reanalysed verbs are underlined in all illustrative sentences below, except in cases where the verb may not be at issue.
causative type as, again, Lord [1976] has done, observing, as a corollary, that "both same subject and causative readings are possible for any serial construction...." [emphasis mine—O.O.O.J. It must be admitted, at the same time, however, that the recognition of these two types already represents an improvement over earlier views, particularly on the semantics of SVC's.

Third, data will be provided which allow only one conclusion, namely, that all verbs in a characteristic SVC series may be best considered as dominated by one VP regardless of the logical relationships deducible among the NP's of the sentence, or of the functional relation between the verbs and the NP's. This conclusion derives from two observations. First, the same syntactic and morphological constraints that apply to single verbs in mono-verbal constructions apply to each series of verbs in a SVC as if to a single functional entity. Second, and of equal significance, no convincing argument can be marshalled for deriving Yoruba SVC's from underlying "coordinate" structures or from structures with embedded sentences. To be sure, there exist near equivalences between "coordinate" structures and structures with embedded sentences on one hand, and SVC's on the other. Problems remain, however, in determining, first just what coordinate structures consist in in the language and second the transformational rules for deriving the desired surface structures, doing so not necessarily without changing meaning, which in virtually all the cases examined appears inevitable, but without proposing unjustifiable transformations and still preserving recoverability.

The following is only a summary of findings arising from on-going inquiry on the serial verb construction in Kwa languages with particular reference to Yoruba.

1. Verbs of Saying

1.1. pé as a verb. Example (5) is a typical diagnostic frame which has led analysts to conclude that pé 'say' and synonymous verbs in a number of languages [Lord 1976] have undergone a reanalysis and that pé is a complementizer of the same category as that in English, que in French, qué in Spanish, dass in German, and so on:

(5) a. Olu so pé ẹ wá
Olú báy (') ọyou(pl.) come
'Olu said that you came'
b. Olu say (\(\text{e}\) you(pl.) come)
   Olu say (\(\text{e}\) you(pl.) come)
   'Olu said you came'

b. Olu say (\(\text{e}\) you(pl.) come)
   Olu say (\(\text{e}\) you(pl.) come)
   'Olu said you came'

b. Olu say (\(\text{e}\) you(pl.) come)
   Olu say (\(\text{e}\) you(pl.) come)
   'Olu said you came'

First, consider that when another verb \(\text{n}\) 'say' is used as the only verb
of the matrix sentence, as in (6), \(\text{pe}\) need not appear:

(6) Olu \(\text{n}\) e \(\text{wa}\)
    Olu say you come
    'Olu said you came'

Sentences such as (6) suggest to Lord [1974], surprisingly, only that the cy­

cle of the reanalysis of another verb of saying is underway in Yoruba. Speak­
ers, she argues, resort to the use of \(\text{n}\) in order to put a brake on the pro­
liferation of verbs of saying, as in (7) in which each verb except the first
has been reanalyzed as complementizer:

(7) \(\text{mi} \text{n}\) \(\text{pe}\) \(\text{e}\) \(\text{wa}\)
    they say say (\(\text{e}\) you come)
    'they said that you came'

The explanation, we would like to suggest, lies in other directions, namely
that sentences such as (7) are SVC's in which in common Yoruba\(^2\) a string con­
sisting solely of verbs of saying is used for explicitness just as a speaker
may or may not choose to employ the SVC for achieving the same effect as in
(8):

(8) a. Olu \(\text{mi}\) ow\(\text{o}\) ta mi \(\text{i}\) \(\text{ire}\)
    Olu take money strike me (as) gift
    'Olu gave me money as a present'

b. Olu \(\text{mi}\) \(\text{mi}\) \(\text{pe}\) \(\text{mi}\) ow\(\text{o}\)
    Olu present me (prep) money
    'Olu presented me with money'

In (8), sentence (a) is a SVC, (b) is not. Both are otherwise constructions
involving verbs which take necessarily the prepositional phrase involving

\(^2\)"Common Yoruba" is the variety used for literary and educational purposes.
It is a sort of Koïne understood all over the Yoruba speaking area, and serves
to facilitate interdialectal communications. Although we refer to it in the
rest of this paper as SY for "Standard Yoruba", that appellation by no means
implies a systematic normalization.

1.1.1. Thus, one may suggest that in SY the verbs sọ, wí, pé, and ní may be used individually or in a combination of two or more in a sentence without a change of meaning:

(5) a. Olu sọ pé ẹ wá  'Olu said that you came'
    b. Olu wí ní pé ẹ wá  'Olu said that you came'

(9) a. Olu ní pé ẹ wá  'Olu said that you(pl.) came'
    Olu say (') you came
    b. Olu sọ wí pé ẹ wá
    c. Olu sọ wí ní ní ẹ wá

Interestingly enough, (10a) and (b) mean exactly the same as each of the foregoing.

(10) a. Olu ní ẹ wá  'Olu said you that you came'
    Olu say you come
    b. Olu pé ẹ wá  'Olu said that you came'

In view of (10b), we must find an explanation for the supposed reanalysis hypothesis, because if pé is a complementizer and (10b) means the same as (5a), (5b), (9a-c), and (10a), then (10b) has no verb. As we can see, no plausible, properly motivated transformational rule is in sight for deriving (10b) from (10a), from (9c), or from any other of the preceding forms. This is so again because no process, to the best of the present writer’s knowledge, deletes the verb of a clause in Yoruba, no matter the functional or derived categorial status of that clause.

1.1.2. Consider again the following facts: in common Yoruba, fọ, sọ, wí, pé, ní are all fairly synonymous, all translatable as ‘say’, and may be used as in (11):

(11) a. i. Ọjọ fọ ẹdẹ ti n kọ gbọ
    Ojo speak language which I not hear
    'Ojo spoke a language which I did not understand'

    ii. Ọjọ fọ tān, ọ péhndà
    Ojo speak finish he turn (his) back
    'Ojo having spoken, took off'
b. Ọjọ ọchọ Itàn
Ojo tell story
'Ojo told a story'

c. i. Ọjọ ọchọ b' i ìwéwa
Ojo talk case manner of grumbler
'Ojo complains like a grumbler'

ii. Ọjọ ọchọ ohun t' a n' k' ọ ọchọ
Ojo say thing which we say (INTRO) he say
'Ojo says what we ordered him to say'

d. i. n kọ pé n kọ ọchọ
I say 'say' I NEG go
'I did not say I won't go'

ii. wọn ọchọ ìwọ ọchọ dé
they say they (perf) come
'they said they had arrived'

e. i. mo n' kọ ọchọ
I say I neg go
'I say that I do not go'

ii. Ọjọ n' bọn ó ọchọ
Ojo say he(Ojo) (NEG) go
'Ojo said he (Ojo) did not go'

From the sentences in (11), the verbs in question subcategorize minimally as follows in SY:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fọ} & : [+ ----- (NP)] \\
\text{ọchọ} & : [+ ----- NF] \\
\text{ọchọ} & : [+ ----- NF] \\
\text{pé} & : [+ ----- S ] \\
\text{n' } & : [+ ----- S ]
\end{align*}
\]

This explains why Pé and N' may either precede or follow each other when combined. Thus Ọchọ, Ọchọ, N' may precede Pé as above in (5) and (9), while Pé itself may precede N' as in (9c).

1.1.3. Consider also constructions in (12), in which different verbs and even
nominal constructions take pé:

(12) a. Indirect connative constructions

\[ \text{gbłyànjú } \text{‘try’} \]
\[ \text{gíra } \text{‘struggle’} \]
\[ \text{pàṣè } \text{‘order’} \]
\[ \text{bè } \text{‘beg, implore’} \]
\[ \text{rán(ṣé)} \text{‘send, commission’} \]

Olu gbłyànjú pé kí òun bá wa
Olu try \( (\quad) \) (comp) he(olu) overtake us
(INTRO)

‘Olu tried to overtake us’

b. Value

\[ \text{dàra } \text{‘(be) good’} \]
\[ \text{yè } \text{‘(be) fitting’} \]
\[ \text{burú } \text{‘(be) bad’} \]
\[ \text{sàn } \text{‘(be) better’} \]
\[ \text{wù } \text{‘to please’} \]

\[ \text{ọ̀ dára pé kí òun lò } \]
\[ \text{it good \( (\quad) \) (comp) we rally go} \]
(INTRO)

‘it is good that we go together’

c. Result

\[ \text{dàra } \text{‘(be) good’} \]
\[ \text{dùn } \text{‘(be) sweet’} \]
\[ \text{burú } \text{‘(be) bad’} \]

\[ \text{ọ̀ dùn pé a jò lò } \]
\[ \text{it sweet \( (\quad) \) we rally go} \]

‘it is sweet that we went together’

d. Saying, reporting, thinking; emotion

\[ \text{rán’í } \text{‘remember’} \]
\[ \text{ólnú } \text{‘be annoyed’} \]
\[ \text{rò } \text{‘think’} \]
\[ \text{ṣọ. (nf, wí)} \text{‘say’} \]
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bọ́gá bínú pé wọn kò dé láwọn kò
boss anger ( ) they Neg arrive on time
'the boss is angry that they did not arrive on time'

e. Comparison

jọ́ (bí ẹ̀nì) 'seem (manner of someone)'
dá (bí ọ̀rọ̀) 'appears (manner of someone)'

1. ọ́ jọ́ bí ẹ̀nì pé ọ̀jọ̀ òrùọ́ ọ̀rùọ́
   it seem manner(of) one ( ) rain wants fall
   'it looks like it is going to rain'

ii. ọ́ dá bí ẹ̀nì pé mó tì pàdè rẹ̀ rí
   it appears manner(of) one ( ) I PERF meet you see
   'it seems as if I have met you before'

f. Concession

bí ọ́ tìlè jé pé ọ́ gùn kò tó o
manner it from ground be ( ) it long NEG reach it
'although it is long it does not reach it'

g. Cause/Reason

nístórì (<nì tì orù) 'on account of', 'for reason of'
àsán on of-head 'reason'

àsán pé Reagan jé bárá rẹ̀ kò jé kí a símí
reason ( ) Reagan be father his NEG allow (comp) we rest
(INTR)

'just because Reagan happens to be his father he is getting on our nerves'

In (12a) and (b), pé may be deleted but never kí which introduces the embedded clause of intention. In such constructions, pé, if considered as complementizer, would have no obvious function. In this regard, compare (13), also a conative construction, in which pé serves as the only verb, where the third person singular pronoun obligatorily deletes before the negative marker kò (see Abimbọ̀la and Oyelaran [1975]).

(13) a tí ̀akàrà jé ẹ̀kò kò pé kí a ní ọwó
one apply akara eat eko NEG may (comp) one has money

'eating eko with nothing but akara does not guarantee afluence'
Sentence (12e) is explicit about what one might consider as the underlying subject of pe in all cases in which it complements other verbs, namely, eni 'one, someone'. In the case of (12e) and in all similar cases, it is impossible to ascribe anything but the verbal status to pe.

In (12f), eni is presumed deleted between je and pe as underlying subject of the clause in which pe is verb. The said clause, eni pe o gun 'one says it is long', is complement to je which never occurs without a complement.

Sentence (12g) offers a curious case. First, in formal or slow speech, an extra vowel on mid tone is heard following the last vowel of asán or nfotó, and before pe, indicating that what follows functions as genitive NP, and the entire construction introduced by nfotó and asán must therefore be considered a sentential P? or an NP with the following structure:

\[ \text{Prep} \rightarrow \text{NP} \rightarrow \text{genitive markers} \rightarrow \text{NP} \rightarrow \ldots \]

Thus (14) can be assigned the following structure:

\[ \text{Prep} \rightarrow \text{NP} \rightarrow \text{genitive markers} \rightarrow \text{NP} \rightarrow \ldots \]

(14) nfotó je pe Olu jé omo-oba \ldots \ \text{on account of the fact that Olu is a prince}

Now, the relative clause introducer, may be substituted for pe in (14) and (12g) without a change of meaning; but then the genitive marker does not appear, thus underscoring the determiner role of the resulting tf-clause as opposed to the genitive function of the pe-clause.

What role do (12g) and (14) assign pe?

At first, an account of (12b) and (c) which considers the pe-clause transformationally extraposed or moved to the complement position, from putative underlying structures such as (15) suggests that pe may plausibly be considered a complementizer derived from the reanalyzed verb pe.

(15) a. pe kú a jé ládára \ 'that we go together is good' 
\ (comp) we rally go good

b. pe a jé ládára \ 'that we went together is good' 
\ (we rally go good
But consider that in SY only NP may function as subject or object, may be conjoined with ìtì ìtì 'both ... and'. May precede or follow the focus marker ni, or may serve as head of a relative construction. It turns out that sentences are found in each of these positions, and without any sign of nominalization whatsoever, as in the following examples:

(13) a. fi ìàkàrà je ìàãg]... 
(16) a. átì ìtì ójó rò ìtì ójó kò rò a ó bá ãbá dé ilé and Rain Tall and Rain NEG fall we will accompany king reach home 'whether it rains or not, we will go all the way to the palace with the king'

b. ìbò yen jò mì lójú ni me se tète dé matter that surprise me in face (FOCUS) I make quickly arrive 'what surprised me was that I arrived quickly'

c. ayò ìyá mì ni a rà, a kò rà mì joy GEN mother my (FOCUS) we buy we NEG buy me 'the joy of a free-born child of a slave-mother'

d. ãbé ìyà wàá kí mì owó níf ná ìní carry baby come greet me money (it is) spend one 'bring the baby to see me, that costs nothing but money'

e. na ìyà mì dè mì kò dè inú ìbòmò beat child my await me NEG reach heart child owner 'no parent can be taken seriously when he says "beat my child when I am away (if he misbehaves)"'

It is not surprising, therefore, that the verb pé, with or without the underlying subject ënì, may introduce sentences all functioning as NP.

1.2. 'Say' in other dialects. Finally, in a number of other dialects, one of the verbs of saying other than pé is selected to function as pé does in common Yoruba, and the verb so chosen is often used as the only verb with a sentence as complement. Such sentential complements do not normally have introducers which would correspond to that in English:

(17) i. ̀jèjèjè: (w)ì 'say'
    l ìdùn é wàá 'he said he won't come'
    say he (will) NEG come
ii. ìjàrò: fò

iii. Ondo: fò fi

iv. ìjèbù: fò if (<nî)

v. ìló-Ólúfò: fi or i (with f deleted)

vi. Ekti: sò(hàn) 'say(show)', '-say(to)'

vii. ìgómìnà: ká nî, (ká a nî) 'comp) we say'

Given that these dialects use these words as the unique verbs in the sentence with sentential complement, it appears compelling not to entertain any suggestion that pé or nî is used other than as another element in a serial verb construction in those cases in which they do not occur as only verb.

2. Causative Construction

Lord [1974] has argued convincingly, we believe, that the Yoruba causative construction is a SVC. But she also claims in the same work, and as cited above, that "both same subject and causative readings are possible for any serial construction..." (emphasis mine). In this section, further data will be provided to buttress her argument that the causative construction is a SVC and to show that causative construction as SVC covers cases which she herself least suspects or which she denies outright.

On the other hand, data will also be provided to invalidate her suggestion in the above claim, as we understand it, namely, that the causative construction is always and necessarily a SVC in which the NP2 object of the first verb is also the logical subject of the second verb. Example (4), repeated here, is one such construction:

\[(4) \text{oro Muyiwa mú mi se } \text{fù } \text{mi} \quad \text{Muyiwa's affair made me offend friend my friend} \]

One observation which immediately casts doubts on Lord's claim is that other causative verbs than the five (mù, dá, sò, fi, and sè) listed by Awobuluyi [1972, 1976] and examined by Lord [1974] may be first verbs of a SVC and with identical semantic and syntactic consequences as these five. What is more, the resulting SVC in each case is not always analyzable or paraphrased to show that the object of the first verb is at the same time the logical sub-
ject of the effect verb. Thus in (18), jje ṣran or lje ṣran 'the fact of eating the meat', but not ṣran 'meat' alone, is the logical or surface sub­ject of dün 'to cause to experience pain or loss'.

(18) won je ṣran yen dün m' 'they ate the meat and brought me to grief by so doing'

Nor is it the case that all serial verb constructions in Yoruba can be given a causative reading in any of the senses meant by Lord [1974]. Thus there is no obvious way in which any sentence in (19) can be given the so-called "causa­tive reading":

(19) a. ọ ga pín ọtú 'he has stopped growing tall'
   b. ọ pín ra ọtú 'it has ripened to the point of rotting'
   c. ọ sọ̀rọ̀ tάn ọtú 'he has stopped talking'
   d. Bọ́là ra ṣran je ọtú 'Bola buys meat for eating'

On the other hand, there is a real sense in which most of the so-called splitting verbs (which Lord makes no mention of) are fixed causative SVC's in which either the first 'causative' verb or the second (the effect) verb no longer occurs by itself in a sentence, although its meaning can always be deduced from the SVC's in which it participates, particularly when the usage is trans­sitive:

(20) a. pamọ 'hide; clean'
    parọ́ ' cherche'
    pañí 'abandon'
    papọ́ 'bring together'
    padé 'close'
    bájẹ́ 'spoil'

3"Causative" is used here strictly to refer to any verb in a string which refers to the event leading to the effect represented in a later verb.
Finally, it is not the case that the so-called causative verbs \textit{dá}, \textit{fi}, and \textit{mú} are as restricted as Lord [1974] and Awobuluyi [1978] claim. Lord [1974], for one, claims first that all three, particularly \textit{dá}, take few verbal complements, co-occur with limited number of nouns, and participate in strictly idiomatic expressions, especially in constructions providing no clue to independent usages. She argues further that \textit{fi} is grammaticalized and that, besides, it does not inflect, does not take object pronouns, and is semantically generalized. She suggests lastly that \textit{mú} takes the \textit{kf}-clause as complement. Let us examine these claims.

With respect to \textit{dá}, (21) provides a few examples, by no means exhaustive, which call into question the first set of claims:

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{dá}: ojú \textit{tl} 'put to shame' \hspace{1cm} (caus) eye shame
\item \textit{dá}: ârù \textit{bà} 'to strike fear into someone' \hspace{1cm} (caus) fear strike
\item \textit{dá}: bàbò \textit{bà} 'to protect' \hspace{1cm} (caus) protection cover
\item \textit{dá}: ara \textit{yá} 'to exercise; to cheer up' \hspace{1cm} (caus) body quick
\end{enumerate}

These expressions are no more idiomatic than non-SVC's in (21e):

\begin{enumerate}
\item i. ojú \textit{tl} \textit{mf} 'I am ashamed' \hspace{1cm} eye/face fail me
\item ii. ârù \textit{bà} \textit{mf} 'I am afraid' \hspace{1cm} fear strike me
\item iii. ara \textit{mi} \textit{yá} 'I am in good health' \hspace{1cm} body my (be) quick
\end{enumerate}

or than similar but otherwise ordinary SVC's in (21f) and \textit{dá} constructions with prepositional phrase as complement in (21g):

\footnotesize
\begin{enumerate}
\item [Examples (21a, b, c) are given in Lord [1974].] \end{enumerate}
(21) f. i.  \( m\text{ù } es\text{è dûrò } \)  
feet stop  
'to cause to stand firm'  
ii.  \( d\text{à esè dûrò } \)  
feet stop  
'to stop'  
iii.  \( d\text{à sf } \)  
exist  
'to spare'  
iv.  \( d\text{à kojè } \)  
(to) cross  
'to traverse'  
g. i.  \( d\text{à nì ìre } \)  
(cause) prep justice  
'to acquit'  
ii.  \( d\text{à nì èbo } \)  
(cause) prep sacrifice  
'to prescribe sacrifice to'  
iii.  \( d\text{à nì orò } \)  
'to inflict pain/loss on'  

With respect to  \( f\text{i} \), it is not clear precisely in which sense it can be said to have been grammaticalized. First, it commutes not only with  \( d\text{à } \), but also with other verbs such as  \( d\text{à } ,\text{ gbè } ,\text{ jè (kf) } ,\text{ mú } \), as in (22).

(22) a.  \( d\text{à bò } \)  
turn cover  
'use to cover'  
b.  \( gbè jè \)  
carry (be on) top  
'put upon' (to cause to be upon)  
c.  \( mú jè \)  
take eat  
'eat up' (to cause to be eaten)  
d.  \( jè (kf) ènu kò\text{è } \)  
make (comp) mouth meet  
'come to an agreement'  

To the extent that it makes sense to say that the Yoruba verbs inflect, no verb inflects more than  \( f\text{i} ,\text{ dà } ,\text{ or mú } \) in that they take all preverbs.

\(^5\)All constructions of type (g) have proper SVC equivalents:

(a)  \( gbè ìre \text{ fù/kò } \)  
'declare justice in favor of (someone)'  
sentence justice give/meet  
(b)  \( yân èbo \text{ fùn } \)  
'choose sacrifice give'  
(c)  \( mú jè orò \)  
'make (someone) suffer pain'  

\(^6\)Examples (22a–d) have the following as  \( f\text{i}-\text{introduced equivalents in that order: } f\text{l bò } ,\text{ fí lè } ,\text{ fí jè } ,\text{ and } f\text{i ènu kò } .
that the first verb in a SVC takes. And fi takes the object pronoun which, as is the case with virtually the totality of Yoruba verbs which take NP object complement, may delete just in case it represents an old piece of information in the discourse (see further below). Since pronouns most often presuppose an earlier anaphoric element in the discourse, it optionally deletes after fi, too. Thus one may have (i) or (ii) of (23a) but always (b).

(23) a. i. fi han mì 'show it to me'
   (caus) it appear me
   ii. fi han mì

   b. i. mò fi wón sìfiè 'I leave them alone'
       i (caus) them to ground
   ii. fi wón han mì 'show them to me'
       make them appear (to) me

With respect to the claim of semantic generalization, fi possesses this attribute to no greater extent than verbs such as gbé and șe, as in (24a, b):

(24) a. i. bá wo ní o șe rì i?
       manner which (Focus) you (') see it
       'how did you happen to see it?'
   ii. bá wo ní o ì rì i?
       'how did you happen to see it?'

   b. i. ajá mì gbé eegun mì
       'my dog swallowed a piece of bone'
       dog my (') bone swallow
   ii. níbo ní o gbé rì i?
       where (focus) you (') see it
       'Where did you happen to see it?'
   iii. níbo ní o ì rì i?
       'Where did you happen to see it?'

șe and gbé are normally glossed 'do' and 'dwell' respectively. But in (24) this meaning is lost to each of them, or is at least inappropriate. Moreover, each substitutes with the directional locative tì: thus șe in (24ai) and gbé in (24bi) without a change in the meaning of the two sentences concerned. Notice that SVC reading would be considered uniquely appropriate for both șe and gbé in (24), and any consideration for the reanalysis hypothesis would be excluded. We hold, therefore, that only unrestricted SVC reading has any
motivation for mú, fl, or dá. This conclusion is made more compelling by cases in which these verbs do not occur as the first in a verbal series, as in (25):

(25) a. *ôbá rán mì ìlé àákó gé 1gi
   king send me use axe cut tree
   'the king sent me to cut the tree with axe'

   b. *ôbá rán mì mú *wóń gé 1gi
   king send me make them cut tree
   'the king sent me to force them to cut the tree'

   c. *ôbá rán mì dá áwọn páràkọfí yen dóró
   king send me make them caravan that stop
   'the king sent me to stop that caravan'

3. Serial Verb Construction Types in Yoruba

In this section we present a non-exhaustive list of SVC types in Yoruba together with the characteristic surface constituent structure and an indication of the functional relations between NP's and VP's. It must be understood that this last bit of information has no bearing whatsoever on the derivation of each type. The term subject of $V_x$ should be read to mean subject of a putative sentence in which the verb number $x$ is the unique verb; af. is short for "affix", usually a nominalizer.

ADVERBIAL

(26) a. mo mo Atínúkè dè îlé
   I know Atinuke reach home
   'I know Atinuke intimately'

   b. àgbà olófọfọ yen rò wa ká
celder gossip that tell us (be)abroad
   'the old gossip spread rumours about us'

   c. wọ̀n je éran éfìn yen dùn mf
they eat meat bushcow that pain me
   'their eating that bushcow meat by themselves displeased me'

   d. fókán (ùbá dá) éran náà je
greedy (one) (be)alone meat the eat
   'the glutton ate the meat alone'
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(a-c): \[ NP_1 V_1 \quad NP_2 \quad V_2 \quad (NP)_3 \]
\[ NP_1 \text{ subj.} \quad V_1; \quad [\text{af-}V_1] \text{ subj.} \quad V_2; \quad NP_2 \text{ obj.} \quad V_2 \]

(d): \[ NP_1 V_1 \quad NP_2 \quad V_2 \]
\[ NP_1 \text{ subj.} \quad V_1, \quad V_2; \quad NP_2 \text{ obj.} \quad V_2 \]

BENEFACTIVE

(27) a. Olú bi ìbròkà tò mi íbgò

Olu make ring offer me (prep)gift

'Olu made me a gift of a ring'

b. ìgbè ọ̀ka rò okò fún ẹ̀yẹ̀ ẹ̀ n

farmer sorghum cultivate field give bird food

'all grain farmers cultivate to feed birds'

c. bàbá mi rà ṣàwù bùn mi

father my buy garment present me

'my father bought me a garment'

d. on(wàsù sù ̀re fún wà

preacher say blessing give us

'the preacher said a blessing for us'

e. Olú bá mi rà báta

Olu act( with)( for) me buy shoe

'Olu bought shoes for/ from/ with me'

CAUSATIVE

(28) a. i. àwọn ìgbìṣẹ̀ pa lṣè ọ̀lù

they workers (caus) work fail

'the workers set the task aside'

ii. àwọn ìgbìṣẹ̀ lṣè ọ̀lù

(cause)

iii. àwọn ìgbìṣẹ̀ gbé lṣè ọ̀lù

(cause)

\(((i) = (ii) = (iii))\)
(28) b. mo pé é dè ilé
I call him reach home
'I called him home'

c. òtítú ilé yîf so mi da alárůngun
cold land this turn me become hypochondriac
'the cold weather in this country has made a hypochondriac of me'

NP₁, V₁ NP₂ V₂ (NP₃)
N₁ subj. V₁; NP₂ obj. V₁, subj. V₂; NP₃ obj. V₂

CIRCUMSTANTIAL
(29) a. mo jókóó ka 1wé
I sit down read book
'I sat down while reading'

b. ó bá enu ènà wà ilé
he use mouth way enter house
'he entered the house through the door'

c. òjè kò jaun sùn
sloth NEG eat sleep
'the lazyman did not eat before going to bed'

d. kùrikùrù ìjánná fi ìkè se
magnitude elephant make hill do
'the elephant makes a mountain of itself'

NP₁[ V₁ (NP₂)] [V (NP₃)]
Pred 1 Pred 2

COMITATIVE
(30) a. Olu bá mi lo sf Kano
Olu accompany me go to Kano
'Olu went with me to Kano'

b. Ayo àti Êbùn jò wà sf ilé yîf
Ayo and Ebun join together come land this
'Ayo and Ebun came to this country together'

c. àbùrò mi kùn mi lówò ko ebè
younger sibling my fill me (prep) hand make heaps
'my younger brother assisted me in making heaps'
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\[
[\text{NP}_1 (=\text{NP}_{i1})] + \text{V}_1 (\text{NP}_2) (\text{PP}) \text{ V}_2 (\text{NP}_3) (\text{PP}_2)
\]

Condition: where NP\_1 is complex, NP\_2 may be null

**COMPLEMENT**

(31) a. \(\text{wọn rẹ wà pìn}\)

they think us finish

'they think no further good can come out of us'

b. \(\text{iyawọ rẹ ti lộgộ kan ràn mi sì q}\)

wife your make errand one commit me to you

'your wife gave me a commission for you'

c. \(\text{adájọ so pè òdaràn nàa yìfọ wọ̀ òwọ̀n}\)

judge tell say criminal the will enter gaol

'the judge decided that the criminal will go to gaol'

**COMPARATIVE**

(32) a. \(\text{umọ nàa gbọ̀n ju àsàrun}\)

child the clever pass tsetse fly

'the child is smarter than the tsetse fly'

b. \(\text{ãgbàyun dün jọ̀ oyin}\)

agbayun sweet resemble honey

'the agbayun is like honey in sweetness'

c. \(\text{lộgộ yìfọ tọ́ tì ènì nàa fà}\)

work this amount equal that (of) persons six

'this work is up to six persons'

**CONSECUTIVE**

(33) a. i. \(\text{ò wí bẹ̀jẹ̀ so bẹ̀jẹ̀}\)

he say so do so

'he did exactly as he said'

ii. \(\text{ò tẹ̀ lọ̀bẹ̀ tẹ̀ ojú ònà}\)

he tread bush tread path way

'both the bush and the road is path to him'
(33) b. ö na m' lo
    he hit me go
    'he hit me, then left'

c. dìjì m' gá
    rain fall stop
    'the rain has stopped falling'

\[ NP_1 V_1 (NP_2) V_2 (NP_3) \]

INSTRUMENT/MANNER

(34) a. on'pàjè n' fì owò re imú
    bad mannered (PROG) use hand pick nose
    'the uncouth person picked his nose with his fingers'

b. wọn fì suúrú yanjú òrò m' mà
    they use patience sort matter the
    'they sorted out the affair with patience'

\[ NP_1 V_1 NP_2 V_2 NP_3 \]

LOCATIVE

(35) a. aláhârù sq èrò r' ka ènu ònà
    porter bring down load his rest on mouth way
    'the porter brought down his charge in the door way'

b. alágèmò ká owò lìá lì orí
    praying mantis fold hand fight "rest-on" head
    'the praying mantis always raises his hands ready to fight'

c. alágbí yên gbé èbò kojá mòlàlágì
    mendicant that carry sacrifice pass mosque
    'the mendicant has overstepped his bounds'

\[ NP_1 V_1 NP_2 V_2 NP_3: \]
\[ NP_1 \text{ subj. } V_1; NP_2 \text{ obj. } V_1, \text{ subj. } V_2 [+LOC]; NP_3 ([+LOC]) \text{ obj. } V_2 \]

PURPOSE

(36) a. on'rlnàwè wq ilé sùn ni aago méta brú
    vagabond enter house sleep at clock three a.m.
    'the vagabond came home to bed at 3 a.m.'
Yoruba Serial Verbs

b. ìgbì wa ìgbì súm jẹ ní òṣù Àgá
farmers seek plantain roast eat at month May
'farmers find only plantain to roast and eat in May'

c. a pàdè yanjú ìrè ìlà wọn
we meet settle matter fight their
'we met to settle their quarrel'

d. mo wá ìrè mi ọ jí sí Ní ìyíkò
I seek friend my go to New York
'I went to New York to look for my friend'

NP₁ V₁ (NP₂) V₂ (NP₃) PP

RESULT

(37) a. òmgò ìná yèn ọ mí
damsel yesterday that (be) tall please me
'the young woman (of yesterday) pleased me with her height'

b. òmgò kájí kúrù yè ọjọ
damsel second (be) short fit dance
'the second young woman has the perfect height for dancing'

NP₁ V₁ V₂ NP₂
NP₁ subj. V₁; [NP ar-V₁] subj. V₂; NP₂ obj. V₂

RESULT

(38) a. ọlọpá ná oírà náà bá
police whip thief the bleed
'the police whipped the thief till he bled'

b. ọ mì ọmì yè
he drink water "state"
'he drank water till he was full'

c. ọ ọrù ọrùn
he stayed get-into-trouble
'he got into trouble because he delayed'

7 Òṣù Àgá is the month during which new yams are not ready to be harvested, old stores, barns and silos are empty, and fruits are few and scarce. This configuration often falls in the month of May.
(38)  

(a) á ro okò jà
he cultivate field rich
'he became rich farming'

d. ó sôkùn sùn
he cry sleep
'he fell asleep crying'

e. ó mu omí ta eyín
he drink water pick tooth
'he picks his teeth because he drank water'

g1. wòń gbé kóto nàà jínl
they dig trench the deep
'they dug the trench deep'

11. álàró re asò mi dādù
dyer dyed clothes my black
'the dyer dyed my clothes black'

\[ \text{NP}_1 V_1 (\text{NP}_2) V_2 (\text{NP}_3) \]

(a), (g): \[ \text{NP}_1 \text{subj. } V_1, \text{NP}_2 \text{ subj. } V_2 \]

(b-f): \[ \text{NP}_1 \text{ subj. } V_1, V_2 ; \text{NP}_3 \text{ obj. } V_2 \]

SIMULTANEOUS EVENTS

(39)  

(a) lèrò á mu qòsàn rìn
you sg (PROG) suck orange walk
'you eat orange while walking'

(b) mo rò jò ro ire
I think(c') you think good(things)
'I entertain only good thoughts for you'

\[ \text{NP}_1 V_1 \text{NP}_2 V_2 (\text{NP}_3) \]

\[ \text{NP}_1 \text{ subj. } V_1 V_2 ; \text{NP}_2 \text{ obj. } V_1, \text{NP}_3 \text{ obj. } V_2 \]

MISCELLANEOUS

(40)  

(a) wòń ara lli yôô jè wa òò
they people below will let us go
'the ancestors/the dead will endow our undertakings with success'
The foregoing examples show the range of semantic concepts which Yoruba can express by means of the SVC. That is not to say, of course, that any or all of these concepts cannot be expressed by means of other syntactic constructions; and the reality of this possibility has, in our view, given grounds for the plethora of hypotheses on underlying structures for the SVC. It cannot be overemphasized, however, that the above inventory of types does not exhaust possible semantic concepts that may have SVC correlates. Two observations point in this direction of thinking: the first is the existence of the type called "MISCELLANEOUS", for want of proper characterization. It is our opinion that this group can be enlarged almost indefinitely. Second, there is indeed a large number of SVC tokens capable of expressing two or more of the types listed above. Consequently, we are constrained to hold that the range of constructions in (26) to (40) demonstrates that SVC, in Yoruba at least, cannot be meaningfully limited to two types: same subject type and 'causative' type. It will also be observed that the basic surface structures of all the types are similar and can be given canonically as follows:

NP V NP PP V NP PP

Where only the first NP and the verbs may be considered obligatory in the sense that under no circumstances may they be deleted, as we will have occasion to specify below. These facts alone should suggest the futility of attempting to derive SVC in Yoruba from underlying structures, conjoined or embedded.

It turns out, fortunately, that the grammar of Yoruba imposes certain con-
4. Constraining VP order

4.1. The SVC as Subject VP. In this section, we present arguments to show that the category VP may be forced to take VP as complement in a sequence which constitutes a whole constituent in VP that is a clause VP.

(4b) a. ... ṣẹ tọ gbọ awọn ọjọ ìlẹ̀lẹ̀ ti ṣẹ tọ gbọ awọn ọjọ ìlẹ̀lẹ̀ o pọ̀ ọ fọ̀ tọ̀ fọ̀

they reject or even claim will let it bring together print

Jájá pẹ̀lọ̀ awọn ọjọ ìlẹ̀lẹ̀ Oníṣẹ̀ Yorùbá

distribute exemplary the thing about forerunners; experts Yoruba

(cf. yùndú yùndú)

(which) we made while bring together this

TRANSLATION: 'They allowed us to bring it together for purposes of publication along with those of leading Yoruba scholars whom we have received and have brought together in this publication.'

b. ṣẹ tọ gbọ awọn ọjọ ìlẹ̀lẹ̀ ti ṣẹ tọ gbọ awọn ọjọ ìlẹ̀lẹ̀ fọ̀ tọ̀ fọ̀

'They gave us permission to do.'

In (4b) a, ṣẹ tọ gbọ (4b) is a VP, and in (4b) the series consisting of 1, 2, 3, and 4, along with their complements on one hand and 5, 6, and 7 on the other hand, should each constitute a VP in the same sense.

4.1.1. Subcategorization. We find audio formative for modals, negation, aspect, and a modified verb type subcategorize for VP in Yoruba:

ți ṣẹ tọ gbọ

yẹ̀n ṣẹ tọ gbọ

---

8Part of a sentence from the introduction of Oyalara, Ṣeṣọ̀bọ́le títí òdè Yorùbá, Ibadan, Nigeria: University Press Limited, in press.
These formatives bear the contextual feature [+VP]. This means that in any given sentence, wherever a verb phrase is a sentence constituent the result of inserting any formative of the class of those listed above should always result in a grammatical structure. In (41a,b) above, insertion before the three occurrences of the verb gbà only is grammatical. But notice that insertion is not possible before kò, in (a) or lò in (b) because both are already nominalized by the prefix ati- and therefore are no longer clause VP's. For a clearer demonstration, consider (42), (35d), and (38b).

(42) a. mo wá ire lìú mi
   I seek good country my
   'I see's (the) good of my country'

   b. ó mu omí
   he drink water
   'he drank water'

(35) d. mo wá òrè mi lò sì New York
   I seek friend my go to New York
   'I went to New York to look for my friend'

(38) b. ó mu omí yó
   he drink water become satiated
   'he drank water till he was full'

If we take ti, kò, and lè, the following cases arise:

(43) a. i. mo ti wá ire lìú mi
      'I have sought the good of my country'

      ii. n kò wá ire lìú mi
           'I do not seek the good of my country'

      iii. mo lè wá ire lìú mi
           'I can seek the good of my country'

---

9 These classes of formatives are referred to as preverbs by Bamgbose [1966, 1967, 1972] and as "pre-verbal adverbs" by Awobuluyi [1978] and previous publications. Clearly both scholars have classified some formatives as preverbs on the supposed validity of the reanalysis hypothesis. Later
b. i. ो ति मु ओमि 'he has drunk water'
  ii. को मु ओमि '(he) does not drink water'
  iii. ो ले मु ओमि 'he can drink water'

c. i. 1. मो ति वा ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   2. *मो ति वा ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   3. *मो वा ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   'I have gone to New York to look for my friend'

ii. 1. न ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   2. *न ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   3. *मो ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   'I did not go to New York to look for my friend'

iii. 1. मो ले वा ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   2. *मो ले वा ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   3. *मो वा ओमि रि ो सऍ न्यू यॉर्क
   'I can go to New York to look for my friend'

d. i. 1. ो ति मु ओमि यो
   2. *ो ति मु ओमि तियो
   3. *मु ओमि तियो
   'he has drunk water to satiation' or 'he is drunk on water'

ii. 1. को मु ओमि यो
   2. *को मु ओमि को यो
   3. *मु ओमि को यो
   'he is not drunk on water'

iii. 1. ो ले मु ओमि यो
   2. *ो ले मु ओमि ले यो
   3. *मु ओमि ले यो
   'he can be drunk on water'

work will have to sift out such formatives which from all account should be verbs. These may include भा and फ़ इ considered in the present study.

10Before Neg को and aspectual योको, मो + न, and ो (3rd sg. Pro.) + ओ. Again, (dii2,3) are each perceptible as two sentences with the 3rd singu-
We therefore reach the conclusion that the only reason that sentences (2) and (3) of (43c,d) are unacceptable is that formatives like ti, kò, and lò may not occur within the clause VP. This is confirmed further by the fact that they can occur before both occurrences of the verb gbà in (41a) to give (44) and a perfective meaning (cf. (41a) and translation):

(44) Wọn ti gbà mì láyà lâti kò o pè tè jéde pèjú ti àwọn aṣ́i wájú oní mò Yorùbá t' a ti gbà kò jọ yíf.

The result (44) is perfectly acceptable because, although both occurrences of gbà are in the same sentence, they belong to different clauses.

4.1.2. Selectional restrictions. If we accept that verbs are marked with features indicating the type of NP they may take as subject or object, verbs like jẹ 'eat' will have the following features: [+animate ___]; [___+edible]. This insures that except in poetry, nouns like 'tree', 'sun', and 'wisdom' cannot be subject of a sentence in which jẹ is the main verb; nor, at least in Yorùbá, can things like 'oranges' or anything you cannot chew occur as its object. In the same way the verbs below have the following as part of their dictionary entry:

- rò 'think; ponder; report'
  [+animate___]; [___+abstract]
- pín 'come to an end; bring to an end'
  [___-animate]
- mò 'take'
  [+animate___]
- wá 'come'
  [___mobile___]

However, when used in the SVC these specifications may change in a way that lar pronoun deleted. In this case the affirmative structure will be: ó mu omi ó yó.

Culturally the Yoruba only suck the juice out of citrus, without eating the flesh and pulp.
the new specifications cannot be assigned independently to any of the verbs in the series. Consider sentences (45) and (31a):

(45) ọrọ Sàlá mú mi wá sì iilè
affair Sala take me come to house
'Sala's affair brought me home'

(31) a. wọn rò wá pin
    they think us TTRish
    'they think no further good can come out of us'

If taken severally, mú, rò, and pin in (45) and (31a) violate their lexical specifications. But if we accept that the verbal combinations mú ... wá and rò ... pin select the NP they co-occur with as these sentences suggest, we will be in the position to account for a large variety of apparently anomalous co-occurrences observed in SVC's to date. In other words, SVC-defined VP has different selectional restrictions which are not necessarily a function of those of the perceived component verbs and verb phrases.

4.1.3. Deverbalization. In Yoruba, gerundive type nominals are derived from verb phrases by means of the reduplication of the initial consonant of the VP followed by i as in (46):

(46) a. mo ọq sf iilè
    I go to house
    'I went home'

b. iísq sf iilè
    'going home'

Other prefixes for nominalizing the VP include a- , l- , a- , ṣl- , as in (47):

(47) a. a-ọq
    'out-going/departure'

b. l-ọq
    'the act or manner of going'

c. a-ọq
    'the person who goes'

c. ṣl-ọq sf iilè
    'failure to go home'

Apart from the observation that both ṣl- and the reduplication admit the so-called preverbs which in our analysis must be constituents of the AUX, while a- , l- , and a- do not, they all impose the same restrictions on the SVC-VP:
(48) a. i. wá ṣe pà mi ọ sì New York
'going to New York to look for my friend'

ii. ìnì pà mi ọ sì New York
'the fact of having gone to New York'

iii. àlù wá pà mi ọ sì New York
failure to go to New York to look for my friend'

iv. àlù wá pà mi ọ sì New York
'the act of going to New York to look for my friend'

v. àlù wá pà mi ọ sì New York
'failure to have gone to New York to look for my friend'

b. i. àlùmu omi yó

ii. àlùmu omi yó

iii. àlùmu omi yó

iv. àlùmu omi yó

v. àlùmu omi yó

1. *wá pà mi ọ sì New York
2. *wá pà mi ọ sì New York

In short, for purposes of gerundive and other VP nominalization processes, the series of verbs in the same clause in a SVC is treated exactly like the VP of a simplex sentence.

4.1.4. Verbal reiteration. For expressing intensity, repetition of an event, or plurality of action, a verb or an entire VP may be repeated. There is no limit to the number of repetitions permissible, but it is usually three or four. Thus, instead of (42b) a speaker may utter (49) for expressing the intensity of effort:

(49) ò mu omi mu omi mu omi 'he really took a long drink'
In the same way, the only manner to express either the intensity or the repetition of the event in (38b) is (50):

(50) ọ mumi yà mumi yà mumi yà
     'he repeatedly got drunk on water'

Where mumi + mu omi by means of vowel elision which is a regular process affecting verb-noun combinations.

Reiteration of this sort supports, therefore, the treatment of verbal series within the same clause as a clause VP.

4.1.5. Topicalization and relativization. In Yoruba, distributive nominals are derived from a basic noun by reduplicating everything up to the end of the first lexical root morpheme of the word. Thus we have the following:

(51) a. 1. ọgbọ
     ii. ọgbọọsh (ọgbọọsh) 'weekly/every week'

b. 1. ọkan
     ii. ọkọkan 'one by one'

c. 1. ojúmọ
     ii. ojúomọ (ojúomọ) 'everyday'

d. 1. ọgbọọfún 'one thousand' (igba '200' X ọrùn 'five')
     ii. ọgbẹọọfún 'thousands' or 'by the thousand'

Without stretching the analogy, it appears that the treatment of topicalization and relativization in Yoruba does lead one to take verbal series in a SVC as a linguistic (syntactic) unit as the word is in (51), although the process is sensitive to the morpheme structure. Take (43b, d), for example:

(43) b. 1. ọ ti mu omi 'he has taken water'
     he (perf) drink water
     d. 1. ọ ti mu omi yà 'he has taken water to satiation'
     he (perf) drink water become satiated

When topicalization or relativization applies to the verb phrase as often happens, we have the following cases:

(52) a. Relativization
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1. mfmu tfó ti mu omi
2. tfimu tfó ti mu omi
   'the fact that he drank water'
   'his act of drinking water'
   'the fact of his having drunk the water'

b. Topic
   i. mfmu ni ó ti mu omi
   ii. tfimu ni ó ti mu omi
      'the fact is that he has drunk water'
      'his accomplishment is his having drunk water'

(53) a. Relativization
   i. mfmu tfó ti mu omi yó
   ii. tfimu tfó ti mu omi yó
   iii. *yfyó tfó ti mu omi yó
      'the fact he has drunk water to satiation'

b. Topic
   i. mfmu ni ó ti mu omi yó
   ii. tfimu ni ó ti mu omi yó
   iii. *yfyó ni ó ti mu omi yó
      'the fact is that he has drunk water to satiation'

Now the acceptability of the tfimu version is equally marginal in everyday speech in (52) and in (53). But under no circumstances is it admissible to single out yó for topicalization or relativization just as it is not normally acceptable to reduplicate non-initial root morphemes in words, as in (51). Mfmu and tfimu represent the first root morpheme (and a prefix) in a clause VP consisting of a verbal series. Since there does not appear to be any exception to this treatment, we are compelled to accept that the process of relativization and topicalization confirms the syntactic treatment of the verbal series in a clause as a single entity.

To see that this is not a mere intellectual exercise, any answer to the question

(54) kí ni ó sé?  'What did he do?'
    what (focus) he do
in respect of (43bi,di) has only the following possible answers:

(55) a. mîmu nî o mu omî
    b. mîmu nî o mu omî yô\(^{12}\)

4.1.6. Verb phrase modification. The prepositional phrase nî àárô 'in the morning' modifies the VP mu omî in (56):

(56) ó mu omî nî àárô
   'he drank water in the morning'

If our hypothesis regarding the verbal series is correct, it should make a difference how the PP is bracketed in (56'):

(56') a. ó mu omî yô nî àárô
   'he got drunk on water in the morning'

As is expected, (56')(b) and (c) are unacceptable:

(56') b. *ô [VP[VP[VP mu omî[PP nî àárô]]]VP yô]]
    c. *ô [VP[VP mu omî[VP[VP yô[PP nî àárô]]]]]

The only acceptable bracketing is (56''):

(56'') ô [VP[VP[VP mu omî[VP yô[PP nî àárô]]]]PP VP]

4.2. Summing up. In our own opinion, all the constraints and processes considered in this section lead to only one postulate, namely, that the phrase structure of Yoruba must include at least the following rewrite rules:

(57) a. VP + VP (PP)
    b. VP + V (NP) (PP) (VP)

Now, (57) is empirically different from Lord's [1974] proposal, given here as (58):

(58) \( S \)
    \[ \text{NP VP VP} \]
    i.e. \( S \rightarrow \text{NP VP VP} \)

\(^{12}\)Se ni o mu omî yô is also possible, but in this case, the initial se is the usual pro-VP which renders partial or total reduplications unnecessary. Alternatively, the phrases ó mu omî and ó mu omî yô might be given in response with mîmu nî understood.
Apart from the typological limitation implied in Lord's explanation, there is another which imposes a maximum of two to her proposed sentence VP's. Since she herself has already reached the justifiable conclusion that SVC in KWA languages cannot be accounted for through transformation described on underlying coordinate or embedded sentences, we suggest further that her phrase-marker (58) cannot account for ordinary sentences such as (59):

(59) Olu rán wa wá iṣú gbé ko ṣe pè à sì ìkò ní ̀àná
Olu send us seek yam carry meet friend his return to Lagos yesterday
'Olu sent us yesterday to find yams and take them to meet his friend so that he (Olu's friend) can take them with him back to Lagos'

in which all the underlined elements are verbs and the sentence contains no idiomatic constituent whatsoever.

On the basis of the insuperable difficulties encountered in formulating transformational rules which would delete sentence connectives without violating constraints on transformations, Williams [1971] rejects the proposal that SVC derives from underlying coordinate sentences and proposes that the Krio Phrase Structure Grammar must, therefore, include (60):

(60) VP + V (NP) (PP) (VP)

Although (60) is more highly syntactically motivated than (58), it too, cannot account for sentences such as (59). The point must be made particularly that (60) proposes, too, an internal structure of the VP which is not supported even by data from Krio. We believe that (57) accounts adequately for SVC in Krio as in Yoruba. It does, for example, account for the modification of the clause VP just in case it is a SVC, as in (56').

George [1975] rejects Williams' otherwise well motivated proposal on dif-

13In spite of the compelling nature of her argument for the causative SVC, (58) does imply that all SVC's are of the "same subject" type. Compare also Schachter's [1974] more powerful schema

S + NP AUX VP VP*  

While this accounts for more than two VP's, it does not admit that all VP's in a given SVC belong to a single sentence constituent, a position which Stahlke [1974] fails to defend successfully, but which is crucially justified by our data.
ferent grounds. Unfortunately, since George's proposal by his own admission cannot account for sentences like (59) without making counterfactual claims, and since he has no suggestion at all for the so-called sequential serialization among others, there is no basis for taking it seriously.

Problems certainly remain which even our own proposal may not be able to account for. Studies in preparation will take up some of these problems. Among them are issues of semantic interpretation of SVC, given (57). For the moment, proposals by Lord [1976] and those by Li and Thompson [1978] remain to be tested. Li and Thompson [1978:241] claim for example that speakers infer the appropriate interpretations for such strings on the basis of four types of knowledge, pragmatic factors, certain language-independent principles, and universal linguistic principles.

The present study has, however, a bearing which is worth considering without further delay on the on-going speculation on the direction of syntactic change in languages of the KWA type.\(^{14}\) Consider sentences in (61):

\begin{align*}
\text{(61) a. } & \text{Ayọ gbẹ́ ọ̀wú wọ́ lo nílé} \\
& \text{Ayo carry garment wear go (prep)house} \\
& \text{'Ayo put on his garment before leaving home'} \\
\text{b. } & \text{ajá mí gbé eṣràn náa m] tewe tewe} \\
& \text{dog my carry meat the swallow leaf and leaf} \\
& \text{'my dog swallowed the meat together with the leaves'}
\end{align*}

Now, (57) proposes two derivations for each of these sentences:

\begin{align*}
\text{(62) } & \text{NP}_1 V_1 NP_2 V_2 NP_3 (V_3) PP} \\
\text{(63) } & \text{NP}_1 V_1 NP_2 V_2 (V_3) PP}
\end{align*}

Structure (62) assumes that (61a) has an underlying structure in which \(V_2\) has an NP object and presupposes a transformational rule which deletes it. Thus (64) should underly (61).

\begin{align*}
\text{(64) a. } & \text{Ayọ gbẹ́ ọ̀wú wọ́ ọ̀wú lo nílé} \\
\text{b. } & \text{ajá mí gbé eṣràn m] eṣràn tewe tewe}
\end{align*}

Structure (63), on the other hand, claims that the surface structure is virtually identical to the underlying structure and dispenses with transformation altogether. The very possibility of (63) lends credence to the suggestion that clauses like (61a,b) are relics of an earlier SOV word order.

Now, the question is whether there is any synchronic evidence to support the claim of structures like (62) and (64a). The answer is yes, and we have briefly touched upon such pieces of evidence earlier in this paper. Consider the following piece of dialogue between speakers A and B:

(65) a. A: Ṣọ ẹ 1ọ ọf ọjọ jọnlif? do you go to market today?
    B: Mo ọjọ (q).
        I go
    'Did you go to the market today?'
    'I went.'

b. A: K' ni ẹ gbé ọjọ?
    what (topic) you carry go
    B: Iṣu.
    yam
    'What did you take (to the market)?'
    'Yam.'

c. A: Ṣe ẹ ọjọ?
    do you sell
    B: Mo ọjọ.
        I sell
    'Do you sell?'
    'I sold.'

In the answer of (a) the PP's ọf ọjọ and ọjọ jọnlif are both deleted. In the exchange of (c), the NP Iṣu is not realized. Why is this so? The answer lies in a principle in Yoruba which deletes the object of verbs and prepositions just in case they represent old information either in the discourse or in the sentence. This principle accounts for the missing constituents in the answers in (65a,b) and the exchange in (c). It is optional but represents a regular choice in everyday speech.

This same principle appears to account for the deletion, without trace, of relativized as well as topicalized NP's, objects of verbs or prepositions (cf. (66), below). It explains, too, the uselessness of using transitivity as a classificatory criterion for Yoruba verbs, since the objects of virtually all transitive verbs may not surface, just in case they represent old information in the discourse. Now this fact has not always been recognized in its far-reaching effects by analysts. But we are persuaded by the facts of the
language that this is a very productive synchronic process.

(66) a. ọ rǎ́n mi sʃ ʃi ʃe
   he send me to house
b. ReI: əmi tʃ ọ rǎ́n ʃi ʃe
   (Rel.M) he send to house
   'I whom he sent home'
c. ReI: ʃi ʃe ọ rǎ́n mi sʃ ʃe
   house (Rel.M) he send me to
   'the house to which he sent me'
d. ReI: əwun tʃ ọ rǎ́n mi sʃ ʃe
   (Rel.M) he send me to house
   'he who sent me home'

Now, applied to (64a,b), the result is (61a,b), since the second occurrence of əwun and ọ rǎ́n represents old information in (64). To the extent that this account is correct, (63) may represent a transformationally derived structure which is on the way to being "syntactivized" in a way analogical to the "phonologization" of phonetic alternations. This explains also the tendency for (63) to be more acceptable than (62).

If the lead suggested by the facts of Yoruba is here correctly interpreted, it appears that the scope of the serial verb construction imposes at least a re-examination of the claim that sentences such as those in (61) represent relics of an earlier SOV order in Yoruba and related languages.
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A STRENGTH HIERARCHY FOR A
MORPHOPHONEMIC PROCESS IN TSWANA

Ronald P. Schaefer
University of Denver

A pattern of morphophonemic alternation in Tswana, a South­
eastern Bantu language, is examined in the light of three
models in an attempt to infer its underlying strength hierarchy.
In the model derived from Lass and Anderson [1975] no explicit
principles can be extracted to account for either the subset of
phonemic segments taking part in the pattern or the specific
segment alternations which are manifested therein. Based on a
second model, Hooper [1976], the limited range of segments which
do alternate are interpreted as a consequence of the Intersyl­
lable Principle. And finally the specific phonemic alternations
manifested by the pattern appear to follow from the Inertial
Development Principle in Foley [1977]. By thus incorporating
Hooper's Intersyllable Principle into the Foley model, a strength
hierarchy underlying the alternation principle is postulated.

1. Introduction

Phonological processes subsumed under the traditional labels strengthen­
ing and weakening have emerged over the last decade as issues confronting
synchronic generative phonology. The feature framework of Chomsky and Halle
[1968], for example, was unable to account for a specific strengthening pro-
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cess, namely the root initial strengthening process in Tswana, a Southeastern Bantu language. Subsequent to its brief mention in Chomsky and Halle, the Tswana process has been discussed, as in Sommerstein [1977], only as an anomaly, a complex phenomenon stretching the capacity of the generative theoretical framework. Indeed, this synchronic Tswana process, from the perspective of binary distinctive features, appears to be manifested by a non-structured set of morphophonemic alternations.

Of the two types of phonological process identified by the traditional labels strengthening and weakening, weakening appears to be the most widely attested and most often discussed. Definitions like the following, taken from the general discussion in Hyman [1975:165], illustrate the emphasis on weakening.

...a segment X is said to be weaker than a segment Y if Y goes through an X stage on its way to zero. Strengthening refers to the reinforcement of a segment, as when a nongeminate [p] becomes a geminate or double [pp].

...stronger segments or segment types are more resistant to weakening processes.

These definitions, it is important to note, also emphasize the role of segment strength. The implication seems to be that environmental factors play little, if any, role in conditioning not only the application of a strengthening or weakening process, but the range of phonological segments subject to that process. What follows will flesh out the details of what previously has been identified as an instance of strengthening in Tswana. In particular, it will attempt to demonstrate, first, that the alternation pattern manifesting this process is not composed of random relationships among phonemic segments and, second, that the phonological environment conditioning the process is crucial to understanding the structural nature of these relationships. To begin, I will set forth the synchronic pattern of alternation manifesting the process and identifying its motivating condition. I will then argue that a strength hierarchy underlying this process can be explicated, tentatively, by means of principles under general consideration within the scope of generative theory, but not necessarily distinctive feature theory.
2. Distribution of Alternation Pattern

Cole [1955] has claimed that a pattern of morphophonemic alternation occurring in root initial position in verbal, nominal and adjectival root forms reflects a strengthening process. This alternation pattern is shown in Table I.

Table I: The pattern of morphophonemic alternation in Tswana

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>音素</th>
<th>表音</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>p'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>tsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ʂ</td>
<td>tʃh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>kxh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(stem initial vowel)</td>
<td>k'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>t'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>ny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ng</td>
<td>ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>p'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>t'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>k'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>tʃ'</td>
<td>tʃ'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>tʃh</td>
<td>tʃh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>dʒ</td>
<td>dʒ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>tʃʃ'</td>
<td>tʃʃ'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>tʃʃh</td>
<td>tʃʃh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>kxh</td>
<td>kxh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>tʃ'</td>
<td>tʃ'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>tʃh</td>
<td>tʃh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, not all phonemic segments participate in this alternation pattern. Only the segments paired with the numerals 1-9 alternate with other phonemic segments. Furthermore, by comparing the segments in the two columns we notice that those on the left should be considered underlying segments. A p' segment in the right column, for example, does not allow us to predict its alternate in the left column. We can, however, predict the segments which occur in the right column given those in the left. Finally, we should note that the segments not participating in the alternation can be classified as
2.1 Verbal roots. Consider now the manifestation of the Tswana process as it is found in verbal, nominal and finally adjectival root forms. In the class of verb roots, the alternation pattern occurs after a low toned nasal consonant or a high toned high front vowel. The low toned nasal consonant, as Table II shows, marks the first person singular object (lpsa) and is homorganic with the root initial segment in four different articulatory positions. Since the present state of research on Tswana does not allow us to choose one of these four surface nasal segments as an underlying form in this or subsequent instances, the underlying nasal in prefixes will be represented by -N-. The alternation pattern also occurs in verb roots in another prefixal environment, the high toned vowel 'i'. This vowel, as Table III illustrates, marks the Reflexive.

2Cole [1955] assumes, by positing a glottal stop as the weak alternate of k', that the alternation manifesting the strengthening process is limited entirely to consonant segments, i.e. ? and k' would alternate. There is no evidence, however, that a glottal stop functions as an underlying or surface phonemic segment in Tswana in the pattern under discussion or in any other phonological pattern. Moreover, a glottal stop is not mentioned at any other point in Cole [1955] or Cole [1962].
Table III: The alternation pattern reflected in verbal root forms adjoined to the Reflexive prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Root Form</th>
<th>Reflexive Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>xɔbɔnɔ 'to see'</td>
<td>xɔfpɔnɔ 'to see oneself'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>xɔfisɔ 'to burn'</td>
<td>xɔfipisɔ 'to burn oneself'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>xɔsɛxɔ 'to cut'</td>
<td>xɔfisɛxɔ 'to cut oneself'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>xɔɔpɔ 'to thrash'</td>
<td>xɔfisɔpɔ 'to thrash oneself'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>xɔxɔlɛxɔ 'to tie'</td>
<td>xɔfisɔlɛxɔ 'to tie oneself'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>xɔxômfsɔ 'to enrich'</td>
<td>xɔfisɔmfsɔ 'to enrich oneself'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>xɔɔrdɔ 'to answer'</td>
<td>xɔfisɔrdɔ 'to answer oneself'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>xɔlɔmɔ 'to bite'</td>
<td>xɔfisɔmɔ 'to bite oneself'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>xɔrɔtɔ 'to love'</td>
<td>xɔfisɔtɔ 'to love oneself'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The alternation pattern in verb roots, therefore, occurs after prefixes containing a syllabic nasal segment or a high toned high front vowel. To facilitate subsequent discussion, the following definitions will be observed: a strong segment (one in the right column in Table I) is either derived by or not subject to the strengthening process, while a weak segment (one in the left column in Table I) is the source from which a strong segment is derived.

2.2 Nominal roots. Like verbal root forms, nominal roots manifest the alternation pattern in initial position. In general, the pattern occurs when particular prefixes marking both class and number are adjoined to nominal root forms. The alternation pattern is perhaps most clear when the class 11/10 markers, as shown in Table IV, are prefixed to multisyllabic roots.

Table IV: The alternation pattern reflected in multisyllabic nominal root forms adjoined to the class 11/10 prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Root Form</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>lɔbɔkɔ 'time'</td>
<td>dlpɔbɔkɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>lɔfɔkɔ 'wing'</td>
<td>dlphɔkɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>lɔsɔkɔ 'vein'</td>
<td>dltsɔkɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>lɔɔsɛkɔ 'famine'</td>
<td>dltsɛkɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>lɔxɔŋ 'piece of firewood'</td>
<td>dlxɔŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>lɔlɔ 'journey'</td>
<td>dlkɔlɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>lɔlɔmɔ 'song'</td>
<td>dlkɔlmɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>lɔrtɔ 'stone wall'</td>
<td>dlthɔtɔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The segments which alternate in initial position in nominal roots are identical to those segments which alternate in verb roots. Furthermore, strong segments occur in initial position only when the class 11/10 plural marker d1- is prefixed. The corresponding weak segments occur with the singular
Consistent with the behavior of multisyllabic roots, monosyllabic root forms to which the class 11/10 singular and plural markers are prefixed manifest the expected pattern of alternation. Strong segments appear when the plural marker is prefixed to a monosyllabic root while the corresponding weak segments appear after the singular marker. Though monosyllabic and multisyllabic root forms both manifest the expected pattern, the class 11/10 plural marker does not maintain a consistent morphophonemic form when prefixed to monosyllabic roots, taking the form d\-N\-, as Table V reveals.

Table V: The alternation pattern reflected in monosyllabic nominal root forms joined to the class 11/10 prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lèbù 'black soil'</td>
<td>dlèhp'ù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lèsí 'shore, edge'</td>
<td>dlèhtshí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lèdò 'death'</td>
<td>dlènytshô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lèdó</td>
<td>dlèntshô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lèdè 'bark of a thorn tree'</td>
<td>dlèttô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lèrè 'spear handle'</td>
<td>dlèthô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nasal segment in this marker, like the nasal in the lpsò marker prefixed to verbal roots, is homorganic with the root initial segment.

The class 11/10 plural marker, so it appears, varies in form when prefixed to nominal roots of different syllable length. Further examination shows that this allomorphic variation is conditioned by the placement of stress on the penultimate syllable of a word. As argued elsewhere [Schaefer 1980], the class 11/10 plural marker, and all other markers manifesting this pattern of allomorphic variation, should be analyzed as including a nasal segment at the underlying level. In derivations involving multisyllabic roots, i.e. those where stress does not fall on the syllabic nasal segment, the nasal is deleted.

In contrast to the effect of class 11/10, the effect of prefixing the class 9/10 markers to nominal roots results in no root initial alternation. The Tswana strengthening process, despite this lack of alternation, is still
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It is made apparent by the fact that weak segments fail to appear in root initial position when the class 9/10 singular and plural markers are prefixed to root forms, except in recently borrowed words. Moreover, the allomorphic behavior of the class 9/10 singular and plural markers parallels that of the class 11/10 plural marker. Forms composed of the class 9/10 markers and multisyllabic roots, as presented in Table VI, do not manifest at the surface level root initial weak segments.

Table VI: The alternation pattern reflected in multisyllabic nominal root forms adjoined to the class 9/10 prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. p’ôtsô</td>
<td>‘question’ dlp’ôtsô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. khâmêlô</td>
<td>‘bucket’ dlkhâmêlô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. khômô</td>
<td>‘wealth’ ---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. k’ôtsô</td>
<td>‘knowledge’ ---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. t’ôtsô</td>
<td>‘whetstone’ dlô’ôtsô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. thîpô</td>
<td>‘knife’ dlthîpô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, forms composed of class 9/10 markers prefixed to monosyllabic roots, shown in Table VII, do not manifest weak segments.

Table VII: The alternation pattern reflected in monosyllabic nominal root forms adjoined to the class 9/10 prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. mp’ô</td>
<td>‘cane, rod’ dlmp’ô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ntsh i</td>
<td>‘fly’ dlntshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. nytShu</td>
<td>‘gizzard’ dlnytShu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ngk’ô</td>
<td>‘sheep’ dlngk’ô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. htô</td>
<td>‘louse’ dlhtô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. thô</td>
<td>‘sore, wound’ dlthô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the class 9/10 plural marker exhibits allomorphic variation identical to the class 11/10 plural marker, being dî- before monosyllabic roots and dl- before multisyllabic roots. The presence of only strong segments in root initial position following the class 9/10 plural marker can thus be
attributed to an underlying nasal segment. Following this line of reasoning, the presence of only strong segments in root initial position after the class 9/10 singular marker can also be accounted for. When prefixed to monosyllabic root forms, the class 9/10 singular marker appears as -N-. Given the allo-morphic pattern among the plural markers, one would expect this singular marker, when prefixed to multisyllabic forms, to be realized as a zero form, which it is. We can then posit a nasal segment at the underlying level which will condition the presence of only strong segments after all class 9/10 markers. A surface level nasal segment, therefore, precedes each root initial strong segment occurring in monosyllabic noun roots but is apparently deleted in derivations involving multisyllabic root forms.

The lack of root initial weak segments is not the only evidence that the strengthening process has applied to forms containing the class 9/10 markers. Examination of nominalization processes involving multisyllabic roots shows the presence of the familiar alternation pattern. In Table VIII, forms consisting of the class 9/10 singular marker and a nominalized multisyllabic root are paired with the corresponding verbal root forms.

Table VIII: The alternation pattern reflected in the nominalization process affecting multisyllabic root forms as they occur in the class 9/10 singular construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFINITIVE</th>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. x̌opoṭa</td>
<td>p'oṭ̣̣b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. x̌oḳama</td>
<td>ḳx̌aṃlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. x̌oḳuma</td>
<td>ḳhuṃo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. x̌otṣa</td>
<td>ḳf̣ṭsb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. x̌oḅotṣa</td>
<td>ṭḅoṭ̣b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. x̌oḷp̣a</td>
<td>tḥlp̣a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The root initial alternation pattern is apparent. Given this potential evidence from nominalization, the presence of only strong segments in initial position in forms combining the class 9/10 singular marker and a multisyllabic root, appears not fortuitous, but determined. Although the multisyllabic nominalized forms do not reveal the motivation for the exclusive appearance
of strong segments, the presence at the surface level of a nasal segment in
the class 9/10 singular marker prefixed to monosyllabic roots does provide, if
not the motivating condition, at least a factor which must be accounted for in
any comprehensive analysis.

The alternation behavior following class 9/10 and class 11/10 markers up
to this point has occurred after the plural marker di-. A convincing argu­
ment that the form di- is not sufficient to motivate the alternation pattern
is shown by the behavior of the class 7/8 plural marker. When either the
class 7/8 singular or plural marker is prefixed to a root, as in Table IX,
no alternation in root initial position occurs. More important, the class 7/8
plural marker consists of the form di-.

Table IX: Multisyllabic nominal root forms adjoined to the
class 7/8 prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. sêbêta 'liver'</td>
<td>dlbêta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. sêfâla 'grain bin'</td>
<td>dlfâla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. sêsényl 'destructive person'</td>
<td>dlêsényl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. sêêsâsù 'deaf person'</td>
<td>dlêsâsù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. sêxêmôl 'hawk'</td>
<td>dlxêmôl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. sêhûsôl 'ant-heap'</td>
<td>dlhûsôl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. sêôlô 'breast'</td>
<td>dlôlô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. sêîpê 'ax'</td>
<td>dlîpê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. sêrôpê 'thigh'</td>
<td>dlrôpê</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Morphophonemic alternation in root initial position, therefore, is evident
only after prefixes which can be analyzed at the underlying level as manifest­
ing a nasal consonant.

2.3 Adjectival roots. Adjectival root forms in Tswana, just as verbal and
nominal roots, manifest the alternation pattern. Adjectival forms observe
rules of concord such that each adjectival form is marked to reveal the class
and number of the nominal form it modifies. The adjectival concord marker
showing grammatical agreement with nominal roots marked for class 9/10 singu­
lar is â-N- when prefixed to monosyllabic roots and â- when prefixed to
multisyllabic roots. Notice that this pattern of allomorphic variation is
similar to that found with nominal forms and, as Table X and Table XI reveal,
the markers exhibit the expected pattern of morphophonemic alternation.

Table X: Multisyllabic nominal root forms adjoined to the class 7/8 prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SINGULAR FORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. -bé</td>
<td>'bad' élhólé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. -šá</td>
<td>'new' élhytšá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table XI: The alternation pattern reflected in multisyllabic adjectival root forms adjoined to the class 9/10 singular concord prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>SINGULAR FORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. -botlánà</td>
<td>'small' épótlánà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. -šêsàné</td>
<td>'slender' élshêsàné</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. -xólo</td>
<td>'large' ókhólo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plural concord marker, showing agreement with nominal roots marked for class 7/8, 9/10, and 11/10 plural, also exhibits the alternation pattern. As Table XII and Table XIII indicate, the plural concord marker is tsé-dl- when prefixed to monosyllabic roots and tsé-dl- when prefixed to multisyllabic roots.

Table XII: The alternation pattern reflected in multisyllabic adjectival root forms adjoined to the class 7/8, 9/10 and 11/10 plural concord prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>PLURAL FORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. -šêsàné</td>
<td>'slender' tsélshêsàné</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. -łówó</td>
<td>'white (of cattle)' tsélówó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table XIII: The alternation pattern reflected in monosyllabic adjectival root forms adjoined to the class 7/8, 9/10 and 11/10 plural concord prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>PLURAL FORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'very old'</td>
<td>tsédí\text{xóíó}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'red'</td>
<td>tsédí\text{khú}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'roan, grey (of cattle)'</td>
<td>tsédí\text{ké}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'long'</td>
<td>tsédí\text{tée}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once again, the placement of stress on the penultimate syllable conditions allomorphic variation in the concord prefix so that nasal consonants precede strong segments occurring in monosyllabic forms but are deleted before strong segments occurring in multisyllabic root forms. Nonetheless, as the behavior of the class 7/8 marker showed, a nasal consonant is the primary motivation for the alternation pattern shown in Table I.

3. Examination of Theoretical Models

Using the above brief discussion as a base, we can describe the root initial alternation pattern in terms of the following rules.

1. \( S \rightarrow [S/N.\text{Strong}] \)
2. \( S \rightarrow [S/\text{Strong}/[+\text{Reflexive}]] \)
3. \( N \rightarrow \emptyset / (CV)\text{vC} [/\text{stress}][\text{Verb}] \)

Rule 1 states that strong segments occur after a syllable boundary preceded by a nasal consonant while Rule 2 states that strong segments also occur after the Reflexive morpheme. Finally, Rule 3 states that the syllabic nasal
is deleted when it precedes the stressed syllable. In the following, attention will be focused on rules 1 and 3, leaving rule 2 for discussion at another time.

Though we have attempted to state the generalizations describing the pattern of morphophonemic alternation in Tswana, a structural framework within which they can be understood has not been established. In particular, whatever structure is hypothesized to underlie the alternation pattern should answer both a general and a specific question. At a general level, it should answer why the members of this subset of phonemic segments, rather than any other, change in strength value. At a more specific level, it should provide a principled account of the alternation relationships manifesting the changes in strength value. In order to answer these questions, three models of strength phenomena will be examined. The model of Lass and Anderson [1975], relying on the historical development of phonological processes in various language families, articulates the notion strength with respect to the segment types manifesting those processes. Changes in strength value are then specified in terms of these segment types. In a second model, Hooper [1976], strength is defined with respect to segment and position values interrelated by a network of syllable-based theoretical mechanisms. A change in strength value in this model is specified as a process of minimal feature change. The more recent model of Foley [1977] articulates a comprehensive strength principle which ties changes in strength value to the interaction of position and segment strength. In the end, a strength hierarchy will be postulated which appears to follow from principles explicitly discussed in Hooper and Foley.

3.1 Lass and Anderson [1975]. The theoretical framework of Lass and Anderson [1975] provides a rationale for the notion strength based on historically reconstructed patterns of sound change. For Lass and Anderson, certain positions within a word are subject to a particular phonological process, or with sufficient time, a sequence of processes. Either at a position adjacent to word boundary or at a position between two vocalic segments within a word, Lass and Anderson note the historical sequence of phonological processes which occur. Most important for our purposes is that arrangement of the segments
manifesting these processes in their historical order gives rise to a hierarchy of segment strength. This hierarchy is viewed by Lass and Anderson as the reflection of a continuum of complex phonetic properties defining the notion of segment strength. Strength, accordingly, is equated with resistance to airflow through the vocal tract, and, equally, with reduced output of periodic acoustic energy. It follows that the strongest segment type exhibits both the greatest resistance to airflow through the vocal tract and the least amount of acoustic energy, while the opposite obtains for the weakest segment type. Phonological processes subsumed under the labels strengthening and weakening, therefore, are defined as increases or decreases in value, respectively, on this hierarchy.

A further important aspect of a strengthening or weakening process is its conditioning environment, in particular what Lass and Anderson [1975] call "protection". Protection for a weakening process is defined along the following lines: A weakening environment, which is other than the maximally weak environment for a given process, will tend to alter the manifestation of that process, relative to the maximally weak environment. In the historical development of Proto-Dravidian k, Lass and Anderson indicate that k > x between two vowels (V__V) but that k > g between a nasal consonant and a vowel (N__V). The point to notice is that the maximally weak environment V__V allows the k to weaken more (voiceless fricative being weaker than voiced stop) than the less than maximally weak environment N__V. In this single weakening process, the strength value of one segment type, i.e. nasal, acts to protect another strength value, i.e. voiceless fricative, from being realized. The implication we draw is that segment strength, as delineated on a strength hierarchy, may define not only the alternation values manifesting a process but the value which protects or constrains the range of realizable segments.

Though Lass and Anderson [1975] provide both a rationale for the notion of segment strength and an explicit framework within which to view other phonological processes, this framework fails to answer either of the questions set forth at the outset. To see this more clearly, let us examine with respect to the Tswana process the strength hierarchy in Table XIV derived from Lass
Table XIV: A strength hierarchy following from Lass and Anderson [1975]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vowel</th>
<th>glide</th>
<th>liquid</th>
<th>fricative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

affricate/ aspirated stop voiced stop voiceless stop

A singular omission in this hierarchy, given Lass and Anderson's [1975] notion of protection, is a strength value for the segment type nasal. To ignore the value of nasal relative to other segment types may be to ignore crucial information bearing on the outcome of a strengthening process. Secondly, though the function of syllable boundary in the Tswana process is not entirely clear at this time, the fact that the Lass and Anderson strength hierarchy is determined solely by reference to word boundary, not syllable boundary or possible root boundary, may limit its applicability. As an aside, the failure to consider the conditioning function of syllable boundary may have prevented further explication of the notion protection.

A second deficiency of this hierarchy, at least as far as the Tswana data are concerned, is that it may not be sufficiently complex. For example, the segment type liquid, consisting of ɭ and ɭ, is assigned by the Lass and Anderson [1975] hierarchy to a single value, but its strengthened forms reflect...
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segment types of different values." That is, \( r \) strengthens to \( th \), an increase from value 3 to value 5 in Table XIV, and \( l \) strengthens to \( t \), an increase from value 3 to value 7. Though not every segment type in Tswana follows this pattern, some measure must account for this difference in strengthened values. A potential additional strength measure, a secondary strength hierarchy, can be found in Lass [1971]. This secondary hierarchy is based on positional criteria such that strength values are assigned to segments on grounds of place of articulation, velar, alveolar and bilabial in increasing magnitude of strength value. Even with the introduction of a secondary hierarchy, the segment type liquid is problematic, since it has two members and both are assigned to the same place of articulation, alveolar. The strengthening process in Tswana would thus appear to require a more complex hierarchy than either Lass and Anderson [1975] or Lass [1971] would suggest.

Finally, the Lass and Anderson [1975] hierarchy suggests that the changes in strength value manifested by the segment alternations in the Tswana process are arbitrary and inconsistent. The aspirated segment \( \dot{p}h \), for example, fails to strengthen in Tswana even though a segment with a value higher on the strength hierarchy in Table XIV, the voiced stop \( b \), and a segment assigned a lesser value, \( h \), do strengthen. More generally, the affricated and aspirated forms, assigned a lower strength value than voiced stop, do not function as input at anytime to the Tswana process. But why? Another point to notice is that the strength value of a particular segment at input is not usually consistent with the respective strength values at output. The Tswana glide \( h \), for example, would increase by three values on the hierarchy in Table XIV (value 2 - value 5), but vowel would increase by six (value 1 - value 7). In effect a segment with a higher input value, \( h \), is depreciated with respect to a segment with a lower input value, vowel. The behavior of the segment type liquid, with respect to fricative, provides a parallel case. The problem is that no rationale can be gleaned from Lass and Anderson for this behavior,

---

4It has been suggested that \( [l] \) may be a realization of /d/ since \( [d] \) and \( [l] \) are allophones. However, \( [d] \) occurs only before the high vowels /i/ and /u/, while \( [l] \) occurs before the remaining five vowels. The more limited distribution of \( [d] \) thus argues that \( [d] \) is a realization.
giving the alternation pattern an arbitrary and inconsistent appearance. As an issue of more general standing, the tremendous power inherent in the Lass and Anderson framework should not be overlooked. Since single- and multi-valued increases in strength are countenanced, what is to prevent it from strengthening to \( \text{kh} \)? A principle of restraint seems to be lacking.

3.2 Hooper [1976]. In contrast to Lass and Anderson [1975], Hooper [1976] appears to provide an answer to one of the questions regarding the Tswana strengthening process. The theoretical framework developed by Hooper provides a possible motivation for the change in strength value affecting only a subset of phonemic segments. We can also interpret Hooper's model as providing a more explicit treatment of the Lass and Anderson notion of protection by its explicit treatment of segment strength and position strength. The theoretical mechanisms provided by Hooper, however, fail to answer the other question regarding the Tswana process, the one dealing with the amount of changes each segment undergoes.

Before examining how Hooper [1976] interrelates position and segment strength, it may be well to examine the justification for these two constructs. With respect to position strength, for instance, there appears to be an asymmetry in the distribution of phonological processes as they apply to syllable initial and syllable final position. The process whereby glides are realized as fricatives, as in Spanish, typically occurs in syllable initial not syllable final position. In like fashion, processes of consonant deletion typically occur in syllable final, not syllable initial position. It also appears that syllable initial position manifests greater strength value than syllable final position, when one considers the postulated universal structure CV.

In addition to noting an asymmetry in the application of certain processes to various syllable positions, Hooper [1976], as others before her, observes that the distribution of segment types to positions within a syllable is non-random. Certain syllable positions are characteristically occupied by certain segment types. Jespersen, as presented in Hooper, asserted that sounds group of phonemic /l/.
themselves in a syllable according to a sonority hierarchy, the most sonorant segment occurring at the center and the least sonorant at the margin. Similarly, de Saussure relied on the phonetic dimension of aperture to define a positional structure of the syllable comparable to that of Jespersen.

In order to relate inherent position strength as defined by syllable structure to inherent segment strength, Hooper [1976] advances a network of theoretical mechanisms. The Syllable Structure Condition (SSC) appears to be pivotal in this network. It specifies the segment strength values allowed in various intrasyllable positions. The segment value itself, in line with Hooper's proposed universal strength hierarchy, is assigned by a cover feature to each segment. It also specifies the conditions for syllable boundary placement and motivates processes where strength value is changed. When required by the SSC, Universal Feature Redundancy Rules (UFRR), formulas which make explicit the strength relation between segments on the strength hierarchy, alter the strength value of a segment by changing its feature composition. Governing the feature changing capacity of the UFRR is the Principle of Minimal Feature Change. The final mechanism in Hooper's theoretical framework is the Intersyllable Condition, whose principle function is to control the strength relations of segments in contiguous syllables.

As far as the Tswana strengthening process is concerned, Hooper's [1976] twin constructs of position and segment strength appear to find direct application. These constructs allow the Tswana process to be defined as the outcome of a conflict motivated by the Intersyllable Condition. The Intersyllable Condition requires that the strength value of a syllable initial segment exceed the strength value of the final segment of the preceding syllable. We can then answer the general question introduced at the outset by assuming a conflict exists between inherent positional strength value and inherent segment strength value. That is, a conflict appears to exist between the strength value accorded syllable initial position relative to the preceding syllable final position and the strength value accorded segment types occupying those two positions. The pivotal segment type in this conflict is the class of nasal consonants. We will thus assume that the segment type nasal, in a position which precedes a syllable initial segment, provides an absolute strength
value which the syllable initial segment must exceed.

In line with the above analysis of the Intersyllable Condition and the proposed function of the class nasal, we can construct a strength hierarchy such as that in Table XV.

Table XV: A strength hierarchy following from Hooper [1976]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vowel glide liquid fricative nasal stop affricate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On this hierarchy, special notice should be taken of the value assigned the class nasal, namely a value between the classes voiceless fricative and voiceless stop. The remaining strength value assignments are basically in line with the discussions in Hooper [1976] and Lass and Anderson [1975].

Though the Intersyllable Condition may provide initial understanding of the motivation for the Tswana process, we still must test whether the remainder of Hooper's framework can account for the specific changes in strength value. As an initial test of the Principle of Minimal Feature Change, let us examine the strengthening of the voiced stop, b. As predicted by this principle, bilabial voiced stop is strengthened to the bilabial voiceless ejective, rather than the aspirated bilabial form: the voiceless ejective differs from the voiced stop by only one feature specification, compared to the two feature specifications distinguishing the voiced and voiceless aspirated forms. Table XVI presents the relevant feature specifications for these segments.

Table XVI: Feature specifications for the bilabial stop b and bilabial stop segments with a value greater than nasal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>b</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>consonantal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonorant</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anterior</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coronal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuant</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strident</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del rel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tense</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to its correct prediction with bilabial stop, the Principle
of Minimal Feature Change fails to correctly predict the strengthened alternative for fricatives and liquids, to say nothing of glides and vowels. For example, consider the feature specifications for the fricative s and the complement set of alveolar segments assigned a value greater than nasal, as shown in Table XVII.

Table XVII: Feature specifications for the alveolar fricative s and alveolar segments with a value greater than nasal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>s</th>
<th>s’</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>t’</th>
<th>ts’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>consonantal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonorant</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anterior</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coronal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuant</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strident</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del rel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tense</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two segments, t and ts, rather than a single segment, differ from s by a minimal number of feature specifications, in this case two. However, neither of these segments is the correct strengthened alternative; the required strengthened alternate, tsh, is distinguished from s by three feature specifications. The Principle of Minimal Feature Change thus fails to predict the strengthened alternate of s.

The class liquid presents a similar case. For the sake of argument, let us restrict discussion to the feature specifications for the liquid segments and the target set of alveolar segment types greater than nasal with which the liquids must alternate, the class of voiceless stops, as in Table XVIII.

Table XVIII: Feature specifications for liquid segments and alveolar stop segments with a value greater than nasal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>l</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>t’</th>
<th>th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>consonantal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonorant</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anterior</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coronal</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuant</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The liquid segment \( r \) differs from the stop \( t \) by three feature specifications and from the aspirated stop \( th \) by four, while the other liquid segment, \( l \), differs from the stop \( t \) by four specifications and from the aspirated stop \( th \) by five. It follows from the Principle of Minimal Feature Change that the strengthened alternate of \( r \) should be \( t \). But it follows just as consistently that the strengthened alternate of \( l \) should be \( t \) also. Contrary to these predictions, the strengthened alternate of \( r \) must be \( th \) and the strengthened alternate of \( l \) must be \( t \). In order to avoid alternating both liquids with \( t \), the Principle of Minimal Feature Change could require that \( r \) alternate with \( t \) and \( l \) alternate with \( th \), since \( r \) differs from \( t \) by fewer feature specifications than \( l \) does. This proposal, however, is directly contrary to the phonological facts in Tswana.

As a final measure to preserve a feature approach to the Tswana strengthening process, a more explicit specification of the particular input and output segments of the process might be formulated. One could provide each segment with a separate cover feature. A Feature Redundancy Rule might then state the strength relations between specific segments, thereby formally relating the input and output segments. There is in this measure, however, no predictive value. It merely states the relationship holding between a pair of segments without explicating the basic principle providing for that relationship.

3.3 Foley [1977]. The major weakness of the approach to the Tswana strengthening process based on Hooper [1976] was its inability to predict the amount of strengthening undergone by each segment. This failure was a consequence of the apparent lack of a comprehensive strength principle. In Foley [1977] a possible comprehensive principle can be identified. Just as Hooper may be interpreted as providing a re-characterization of Lass and Anderson's [1975] notion protection, so Foley can be interpreted as providing a re-characteriz-
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According to Foley [1977] the internal structure of a phonological process is revealed by the behavior of phonological segments. Phonological processes in turn are governed by principles such as the Inertial Development Principle (IDP). This principle assumes that phonological segments can be ranked in such a way as to reflect their relative inherent strength. In a similar manner, it assumes that the positions occupied by segments within words and syllables can be ranked as to their strength value. In the context of these two assumptions, the IDP stipulates that a process of the type strengthening applies preferentially and most extensively to a strong segment in a strong position. Likewise, the IDP stipulates that a process of the type weakening applies preferentially and most extensively to a weak segment in a weak position. The IDP, hence, specifically addresses itself to the relative order in which segments are subject to a phonological process and to the relative extent segment value will strengthen or weaken.

Foley [1977] advances a number of tests whereby the ranking of position and segment strength can be measured. How does the Tswana process fair under these tests? The position test suggests that the Tswana process does occur in a strong position. As a test of position strength, the applicability of a particular process to a set of positions is assessed. The Tswana process applies only in syllable internal position, which Foley, like Hooper, assumes to have greater strength value than syllable final position.

Under the terms of the second test, the inherent strength value of phonological segments is measured. For this test, the effect of a single process, applying to a particular position, is assessed with respect to a set of segments. Measuring the strength value of segment types in Tswana by this test we find that not all are subject to the strengthening process, voiceless

---

5 A clear test of segment strength is shown in the intervocalic spirantization process as it applied in the Indo-European languages. The process did not apply in a symmetrical pattern to the stop segments b, d and g: g spirantized in some languages, g and d spirantized in other languages, g, d and b spirantized in yet other languages and finally, spirantization failed to occur in some languages.
stop, affricate and nasal, for instance, do not undergo a change in strength value. If the alternation pattern in Tswana does indeed reflect a strengthening process, then what are the strongest segment types, i.e. what is the hierarchy of segment strength underlying the process? Furthermore, within the Foley model, this hierarchy must reflect the IDP, i.e. the strongest segments in a position of strength must strengthen more than weaker segments.

Since the process appears to occur only in a strong position, identification of the strongest segment becomes our major task.

In an attempt to infer a strength hierarchy for the Tswana process, let us consider Foley’s discussion of depotentiation, the manner in which segments undergo a change in strength value. Two modes of depotentiation are advanced by Foley. Simple promotive depotentiation requires that a segment be strengthened to the next stronger value on a hierarchy, usually an increase of one. The other mode of depotentiation also requires incremental changes in value, but it allows, for example, a segment with the greatest value on a hierarchy to strengthen to a segment with the weakest value. Foley identifies this model as a modular depotentiation.

At the most general level, promotive depotentiation would require the arrangement of segment types such that each segment undergoing change would increase by one value. The resulting hierarchy would appear to juxtapose strong and weak segments, thus questioning whether it is a hierarchy at all. Moreover, it is not clear how this arrangement could be consistent with the IDP. On the other hand, modular depotentiation may be more suitable. Since the forms of voiceless stop, affricate and nasal fail to function as input to the process, but function in the case of voiceless stop and affricate as output, these segment types could be assigned to a low strength value, such as in Table XIX. We might then look to this hierarchy as underlying the Tswana alternation pattern.

Table XIX: An initial strength hierarchy following Foley’s [1977] modular depotentiation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>affricate</th>
<th>voiceless stop</th>
<th>nasal</th>
<th>vowel</th>
<th>glide</th>
<th>liquid</th>
<th>voiced stop</th>
<th>fricative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two objections arise from the application of modular depotentiation to the hierarchy in Table XIX. First, this hierarchy reflects no coherent phonological structure. Each of the hierarchies discussed by Foley can be viewed as a structured phonological quality, such as resonance or place of articulation. Secondly, and more important, this hierarchy implies that the strongest segment $f$ would strengthen by one unit while a weaker segment $b$ would strengthen by three units. This clearly violates the IDP, where stronger segments should strengthen more than weaker ones. To remedy this objection by transposing on the hierarchy the segment types voiceless stop and affricate, or voiced stop and voiceless fricative, does little, since the type liquid, still lower on the hierarchy than fricative, would nonetheless increase by four values compared to the increase of two values shown by fricative. The IDP would thus still be violated. As a final point, it is not clear that modular depotentiation would allow any but the highest valued segment on a hierarchy to strengthen to the lowest value.

As another alternative involving modular depotentiation, we could suppose that the Tswana process reflects a resonance hierarchy, as in Table XX.

Table XX: A resonance strength hierarchy following Foley's [1977] modular depotentiation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>affricate</th>
<th>voiceless stop</th>
<th>fricative</th>
<th>stop</th>
<th>voiced stop</th>
<th>liquid</th>
<th>glide</th>
<th>vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The segment types affricate and voiceless stop are assigned the weakest values on this hierarchy and the segment type vowel the strongest value. The expected position of the type nasal on this hierarchy, between liquid and fricative, is problematic since nasal does not change in value while liquid and fricative do. Assume then for the sake of argument, that nasal is not assigned a value. The resulting hierarchy is still inadequate, as judged by the IDP. It is inadequate since it claims that all strong segments in a strong position weaken. Even outside of this principle, a resonance hierarchy, or variants of it, provide no clue as to why only particular segments in Tswana undergo a change in strength value, and why they change as much as they do.
3.4 Synthesis of Hooper [1976] and Foley [1977]. As a final alternative, the following interpretation based on Foley [1977] is offered. The Inertial Development Principle as advanced by Foley is stated in terms of absolute strengthening, i.e. strong segments in strong positions strengthen before weaker segments and, just as important, strong segments strengthen more than weaker segments. Could it be that the Tswana alternation pattern reflects not a process of absolute strengthening, but one of differential strengthening? That is, is the IDP compatible with the fact that segments with the greatest strength value in strong positions fail to strengthen while segments of lesser value do strengthen? Let us consider the IDP more closely, particularly as it pertains to order and extent of strengthening.

The preferential order of strengthening implicit in the IDP claims that strong segments strengthen before weaker segments. On analysis, that might be called differential strengthening, the strengthening of segments falling below a designated threshold value on a strength hierarchy, is not precluded. (For that matter, the weakening of strong segments in weak positions, as in Foley’s discussion of the degeneration of Latin *kk* to Spanish *k* is not precluded either.) In other words, in the instance of a conflict between segment and position strength, such as that tentatively postulated for Tswana, the IDP is no less applicable. The order of strengthening instead of beginning with the strongest segment on a strength hierarchy, begins with the strongest segment manifesting a value less than the segment type designating the threshold value. For Tswana, this threshold value is assigned to nasal consonants.6

As with preferential ordering, the preferential extent of strengthening

---

6An example cited by Foley [1977] suggests that the strength value of syllable and word initial position may be ordered relative to one another. The Spanish reflex of Latin *w* is *b* in word initial position but *β* in syllable initial position, i.e. Latin *w*ıo Spanish *bi*o. Following this example, it might also be suggested that the strength value of syllable and root initial position may be ordered relative to one another, with root initial position being the stronger. The motivation for the Tswana strengthening process might then be sought in the relationship between affixes and roots rather than syllables. At present this stands only as speculation.
required by the IDP does not appear violated under the alternative of differential strengthening. The IDP as stated in Foley [1977] addresses only the absolute conditions governing the extent of strengthening: in strong positions stronger segments strengthen more than weaker segments. Instances of conflict between position and segment strength do not appear precluded. To maintain consistency with the IDP, it is not necessary that the strongest segment on a hierarchy strengthen, only that stronger segments strengthen more than weaker segments.

We have thus arrived at two important principles for inferring the strength hierarchy underlying the alternation pattern in Tswana. The first of these is Foley's [1977] Inertial Development Principle, (interpreted as consistent with differential strengthening) which holds that strong segments in strong positions strengthen more than, and before, weaker segments. The second is Hooper's [1976] Intersyllable Principle, which holds that the strength value of a syllable initial segment must exceed that of the preceding syllable final segment. One way to maintain these two principles, and yet obviate the problems encountered in the preceding discussion of Hooper and Foley, is to recognize that the strength hierarchy underlying the pattern of morphophonemic alternation in Tswana is more complex than anticipated thus far in our discussion. That is, it will be necessary to recognize a more explicit categorization of strength relations in Tswana than we have thus far envisaged. This additional explicitness can be gained by incorporating into the primary hierarchy developed in Hooper, the categorization of strength relations implicit in the secondary and tertiary hierarchies found in Lass [1971] and Foley [1970]. A composite categorization of strength relations for the Tswana process, encompassing primary, secondary and tertiary hierarchies is shown in Table XXI.7

We can see in Table XXI that voiceless stop, incorporating aspirated and

---

7 The placement of the type voiced stop on this hierarchy is problematic within the other theoretical frameworks discussed herein. Lass and Anderson [1975] and Hooper [1976] seem to suggest that voiced stop is universally stronger than voiceless fricative. The Tswana facts, in combination with Foley's [1977] procedure for determining segment strength, suggest that this may not always be the case.
Table XXI: A hierarchy reflecting the composite categorization of strength relations which underlies the alternation pattern in Tswana

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel Glide</th>
<th>Liquid</th>
<th>Voiceless</th>
<th>Nasal</th>
<th>Lateraled</th>
<th>Voiceless Affricate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w) b f</td>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(y) h x</td>
<td>§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

unaspirated forms, is assigned a single strength value on the primary hierarchy relative to other segment types. On the secondary hierarchy, articulatory positions at which the segment type voiceless stop, for instance, is manifest are assigned relative strength values, velar being the weakest and bilabial the strongest. Finally, on a tertiary hierarchy within the primary and secondary hierarchies, the unaspirated stop form is assigned a weaker value, relative to aspirated stop. Other segment types are assigned values on these hierarchies in a similar fashion. For example, the segment type liquid is assigned a single value on the primary strength hierarchy and the individual liquid segments are assigned, on the tertiary hierarchy, their respective strength values. Based on Foley [1977], the alveolar trill is assigned a stronger value on this tertiary hierarchy than the lateral liquid.

Given this tentative hierarchy for Tswana, our focus of interest turns to its compatibility with the Inertial Development Principle. The preferential order of strengthening implied by the IDP requires that the first segment type assigned a value weaker than the differential threshold value, that of the segment type nasal, increase first, followed by successively weaker segments. The extent implication of the IDP likewise requires that a segment strengthen to a value consistent with its initial strength value. That is, the distribution of strength values resulting from the strengthening process should maintain among segments the relative strength status that existed before application of the process. Both of these implications are met in the

---

8Strength relations within a primary and secondary value are indicated by a left to right sequence, with leftmost being the weakest.
hierarchy in Table XXI, where we will see that successively stronger segments, attributed a value less than nasal consonants, alternate with successively stronger segments attributed a value greater than nasal.

Illustration of how the strengthening process in Tswana reflects the IDP now seems in order. Taking the alveolar fricative s as a first example, we note in Table XXI that it is the strongest segment on the alveolar hierarchy with a value less than the value assigned nasal. Consistent with this status on the hierarchy, s is strengthened to the greater alveolar value above nasal, that of alveolar affricate. Strengthening to this value by itself does not specify the appropriate strengthened alternate however. To achieve the required alternate, s must be strengthened to a value within alveolar affricate. Consistent with the Inertial Development Principle, s is then strengthened to the greater value within the tertiary hierarchy at alveolar affricate, which, appropriately, is the segment tsh. The strengthened alternates for the remaining fricative segments are assigned in a similar manner.9

The strengthened alternates for the segment type liquid also involve a twofold application of the Inertial Development Principle. First of all, the strengthened alternate for the type liquid must be a value at alveolar which is greater than nasal but less than the strengthened alternate of the type fricative alveolar. The type liquid would thus strengthen to the type alveolar voiceless stop. This value by itself is insufficient to specify the required strengthened alternates for liquid segments too. At alveolar voiceless stop, two alternates are possible. Abiding by the IDP, the segment on the tertiary hierarchy at alveolar liquid with the greater value is strengthened to the segment on the tertiary hierarchy at alveolar voiceless stop with

---

9A further consequence of this hierarchy is that predictions about more complex strengthening processes can be made. For instance, if a language contained both s and Z segments, as well as the segments ts and tsh, the predicted strengthened alternate of Z would be ts when the alternate of S is tsh. These predictions are being tested in a subsequent paper (Schaeffer, in preparation) where a comparative analysis of the strengthening process in the Southeastern Bantu languages is being conducted.
the greater value. Since \( r \) is assigned the greater value within the liquid tertiary hierarchy, it would strengthen to \( \text{th} \), assigned the greater value within the tertiary hierarchy at alveolar voiceless stop. The segment with the weaker value within the alveolar liquid hierarchy, \( l \), is then strengthened to the weaker value within the alveolar voiceless stop tertiary hierarchy, \( \dagger \).

The segment types glide and vowel can perhaps be considered together. Of the potential set of glides, \( w \) and \( y \) are allophones of the vowel phonemes \( /u/ \) and \( /i/ \), respectively. Since only phonemic segments enter into the Tswana strengthening process, \( w \) and \( y \) would not be subject to strengthening.

Returning to the only remaining glide, we see that in order to maintain consistency with the IDP its strengthened alternate must be a value greater than nasal. It must also be a value less than that of the strengthened alternate of the type liquid, which was strengthened to alveolar voiceless stop. The glide \( h \) would thus strengthen to the velar value at voiceless stop, which on the tertiary hierarchy is weaker than alveolar. There are, however, two values at voiceless stop from which a strengthened alternate can be chosen. Can we assign the appropriate alternate in a principled fashion?

Before considering glide further, let us consider the case of the segment type vowel. Following the IDP, the strengthened alternate of the type vowel must be a value which is greater than the value of nasal, but less than the value assigned to the strengthened alternate of glide. Since glide was initially strengthened to the velar voiceless stop value, vowel must be strengthened to a weaker value. However, there were two values available at velar voiceless stop. In line with the IDP, the segment with the greater value below nasal would strengthen to the segment on the velar voiceless stop hierarchy with the greater value. Since the glide \( h \) has a greater value relative to vowel, it would then strengthen to \( \text{kh} \). Vowel, the weaker value, would then strengthen to \( k' \), the weaker value at velar voiceless stop.

4. Summary

To summarize, a pattern of morphophonemic alternation in Tswana was ex-
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examined in the light of three models in an attempt to infer its underlying strength hierarchy. The hierarchy postulated appears to follow from two principles. The first of these, the Intersyllable Principle of Hooper [1976], in conjunction with a postulated threshold value for the segment type nasal, appears to account for the particular subset of phonemic segments whose change in strength value marks the pattern. A second principle, the Inertial Development Principle of Foley [1977], interpreted as consistent with the notion of differential strengthening, appears to account for the specific amount of strength change undergone by each of the segments in the subset. Though the tentative nature of the preceding must be stressed, it seems that the notion of strength may prove fruitful in establishing an initial understanding of other morphophonemic patterns in Tswana and allow us to capture underlying similarities among these patterns. Moreover, within the framework of the tentative hierarchy postulated here, we can extend our analysis to comparable morphophonemic patterns in languages genetically related to Tswana (Schaefer in preparation).
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1. Introduction

In 1911, K. Roehl presented a tone-marked grammar of the Bantu language KiShambaa (Shambala), making that language one of the first Bantu languages to have published tonal material. Despite the fact that the study of Shambaa tone had an early birth, very little material has been published leading to a general overview of tonal processes in Shambaa. Van Spaandonck [1967] discusses a tone spreading rule, and Kühler-Meyer [1962] concentrates, for the most part, on the relation between synchronic noun stems and their assumed historical antecedents. Meeussen [1955] discusses a tonal irregularity of the language and relates it historically to vowel length. Nurse [1979], in his sketch of Shambaa, marks tone where known, but does not elaborate on general tonal processes; his study is nevertheless the most useful in surveying verbal constructions. To my knowledge, there is no study which attempts
to give a general overview of the synchronic tonal system. It is therefore my aim in this paper to provide an account of certain tonal problems in Shambaa and at the same time to provide additional data which are not readily available in the published sources.

The data in this paper come from David Mndolwa, a native speaker of the eastern dialect of the language. The language he speaks is different in many ways from that represented in Roehl [1911], the most striking difference between the two dialects or stages of the language being that Roehl's language retains Class 11 (u-) as a class distinct from Class 14 (u-), whereas in the present language, the two classes have fallen together completely into Class 14 (u-). In tonal matters, there do not seem to be any major differences between the two languages, at least judging from the forms Roehl provides.

2. Phonetic Problems

Kishambaa may be analyzed as having two underlying tones, H and L, somewhat complicated by the existence of tonal downstep. H tones downdrift, so that the pitch level of a H tone after a L tone is lower than a H tone in utterance-initial position. So, the final H tone in á-ta-já 'he's eating (vt)' is lower than the initial H tone. It should also be noted that the level of a H tone in the sequence LH is generally the same as the level of the final H in the sequence HH. Thus, in comparison to the H tone of the noun tági 'egg', the H tone of the noun ma-tági 'eggs' is lower; that H tone is as low as the final H tone in á-ta-já. In Shambaa, it can therefore be said that H tone drifts down from its ideal ceiling after any L tone; it is not necessary to actually set that ceiling phonetically.1

The language also has phonemic downstep, which may occur in a number of environments, including within lexical stems, between morphemes, and across

---

1 In some languages, such as Shona and Shambaa, no actual highest H is required for a H to downdrift after a L. On the other hand, in other languages, such as Kenyang, it is necessary for the ceiling to be phonetically set for H tone, so that in Kenyang, the H of LH is the same pitch level as the H of HH; only in the sequence HH does downdrifting occur.
words.

(1) ngô'tô 'sheep'
    mwô-ô-tô 'at the tree'
    ázakômá 'nyôká 'he killed a snake'

The source of downstep will prove to be rather interesting, since I shall show that it is not necessarily caused by L tones and thus does not result from downdrifting in the classical sense. However, I will eventually show that both downdrift and downstep can be handled by the same rule within a metrical theory of tone features.

It should also be noted that the penultimate syllable of a word is stressed, realized phonetically as a lengthening of the penultimate vowel (but with no perceivable changes in pitch). A lengthened penultimate vowel is shorter than a long vowel, so the unstressed long vowel in ku-káông-ôy-a 'to fry for' is longer than the stressed vowel i. A stressed long vowel becomes even longer, so that the penultimate vowel in áá-ghôôk-a 'he is standing' is longer than the unstressed vowel áá.

Lastly, when vowels are adjacent, there is no hiatus between the vowels, so that there is no audible break between the vowels o and e in u-ghoe 'rope'. The sequence VV, as in áá-kôm-á 'he killed' has a clear falling tone, rather than having a discrete H tone followed by a discrete L tone. I shall therefore treat all vowel sequences as diphthongs, i.e. as members of the same syllable. This decision will be supported further when I discuss the Rise Simplification rule.

3. H tone spreading

The first rule to be discussed is one which spreads a H tone from left to right. This rule operates both within words and across words; I shall first discuss the external application of this rule. In the following examples, the righthand environment contains a single prefix followed by a monosyllabic L-toned stem. When the preceding word ends in a H tone, that H tone spreads onto the prefix of the following word.

(2) ma-ôe 'stones'
    i-nu 'this (Cl.9)'
    nî ma-ôe 'they are stones'
nyumbā f- nu  'this house'

This Spreading rule will also apply to the initial stem vowel if that vowel is not word-final, as the following examples show.

(3)  yömbe  'cow'
  fígho  'kidney'
a-ğóm-fyé yömbe  'he killed a cow'
a-ğyé fígho  'he ate a kidney'

With a longer combination of prefixes and L toned stem vowels, the H tone at the left edge of the sequence will pass through each prefix, up through the stem vowels to the penultimate vowel. The Spreading process stops at the final vowel.

(4)  za-wa-ğhanga  'of the doctors'
  na-ğhembé  'with a hoe'
  ku-ğhosho-a  'to do'
  m-kíá wá-ñómbe  'tail of the cow'
  nyumbá za-wá-ğhanga  'house of the doctors'
  ni-im-fyé ná-ğhómbe  'I cultivated with a hoe'
  ní kú-ğhosho-a  'it is to do'
  *ní kú-ğhosho-á  

There are two ways that one could go about describing this process of H tone spreading. First, one could formulate the rule segmentally to change each L tone feature of the vowel to a H tone, as (5) does.

(5)  L  +  H/H/V

Alternatively, one could formulate the rule as an autosegmental process associating the lefthand H tone onto a vowel (simultaneously disassociating the L tone) as in (6), where T means "any tone".

(6)  H  \ L  T
    \ T
    \ V

Of interest in deciding between these analyses is the fact that Spreading may apply to a L tone which stands immediately before a H tone, and when it does, the underlying sequence H/L/H surfaces as H/H.
Under the autosegmental approach characterized by (6), the change of HLH to HH'H can be predicted if the disassociated L tone produced by that rule is retained in such a way that it triggers application of the downdrifting rule to the final H tone. Thus, if (8) is the output of Spreading (and the input to downdrifting), the expected pitch-lowering of H after L (albeit a disassociated L) is totally normal.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{%ni-on-lye nyumba} \\
\end{array}
\]

On the other hand, with the feature-changing rule (5), it is necessary to assume that the downdrifting rule applies before Spreading, in order that the observed drop in pitch between the penultimate and the final syllables be generated. If Spreading applies before the rule which determines pitch levels for H tones, it will prove impossible to predict lowering of the pitch level of the final H tone in (8).

In its external manifestations, this rule applies, as far as I have been able to determine, with little concern for syntactic boundaries, so that anywhere the structural description of the rule is satisfied, the rule applies. Thus, Spreading applies between verb and direct object, direct object and indirect object, or copula and noun.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{id.} \\
\text{ni m-nkh-lye n'mbe nwànà} \\
\text{ni m-hk-lye h'nwànà n'mbe} \\
\text{nf tṓ'nī́ (/nf tun/) } \\
\end{array}
\]

However, there are two general exceptions to the claim that Spreading is syntactically general. First, whenever there is an audible pause between two words, Spreading cannot propagate across that pause. More significantly, this rule also does not apply across the lefthand syntactic bracket separating the verb phrase from the subject noun phrase.
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(10) ni-m-nkh-ıyé 'nwáná, ṇ̃mbe

*I ni-m-nkh-ıyé 'nwáná, ṇ̃mbe

nwáná [VP a-tó-dık-a] 'the child cooked (vf)'

*I nwáná [VP ʎ̃-tó-dık-a]

wáná [VP quierda-foon ęnỵ̃ma] 'the children cooked meat'

Therefore, Spreading must have a syntactic limit on its application preventing the rule from propagating across a VP bracket.

Internal to a word, the Spreading rule can also be motivated, especially within verbs. So, looking at the H toned verb stems in (11), we see that the root-initial lexical H tone spreads throughout the stem up to the penultimate vowel; as discussed before, Spreading does not apply to the word-final vowel.

(11) ku-kánd-á 'to fry'
ku-tá-hák-a 'to vomit'
kú-fúmbatish-á 'to tie a load securely on the head'
kú-fúmbatish-ı́-ę 'to tie securely with'
kú-fúmbatish-ı́-ı́-ẹ 'to tie securely for each other'

There is another tonal process with a similar effect, which spreads a H tone onto the final vowel in a CV(C)-V stem. As seen in (12), a H toned verb with the stem shape CV(C)-V has a H tone on the final vowel, as well as on the root-initial vowel.

(12) ku-fú-á 'to wash'
kú-kám-á 'to kill'
kú-kú-á 'to grow'

In contrast, the final vowel -a is L toned in (11) and in L toned CV(C)-V verbs.

(13) ku-dık-a 'to cook'
kú-hand-á 'to plant'
kú-to-á 'to beat'

2In Kishambaa, and in Bantu in general, the root (-fu-) must be distinguished on various grounds from the stem (-fu-a, fumbatish-a). The final vowel of the stem (-a or -e) is a morpheme, determined by morphosyntactic considerations, such as "subjunctive", "perfective", etc.
This rule differs from the Spreading rule in that Spreading will not apply to a word-final vowel. I therefore assume the following rule applies to change the final L tone to a H tone.

(14) TONE COPY
\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
     & H & L \\
\hline
V & - & \uparrow \\
V' & \# & \\
\end{array}
\]

Tone Copy will apply before Spreading in order to account for the fact that a penultimate H tone which derives from Spreading does not copy onto the final vowel in ku-tahik-a.

There are a number of exceptions to the Tone Copy rule. For example, as observed by Meeussen [1955] and Köhler-Meyer [1962], a number of verb stems of the synchronic shape CVC-V derive from CVVC-V stems. In the synchronic grammar, the simplest account of these verbs is that they are lexical exceptions to Tone Copy.

(15) ku-lá:i-a 'to sleep'
ku-tá:gh-a 'to buy'
ku-vyál-a 'to give birth'
ku-shú:k-a 'to hate'

These stems provide additional evidence that the Tone Copy rule is independent of Spreading. Although the stems in (15) are exceptions to Tone Copy, they are unexceptional with regard to Spreading.

(16) ku-tá:gh-ly-a 'to buy for'
ku-tá:gh-ly-an-a 'to buy for each other'
ku-shú:k-án-a 'to hate each other'
ku-shú:k-ghw-a 'to be hated'

The Spreading rule applies inside of verbs in a number of environments other than the aforementioned cases where the lexical H tone of the root spreads throughout the verb stem. The presence of a H toned subject prefix, tense-aspect prefix, or object prefix in a verb conditions application of Spreading throughout the stem.

(17) ku-shunth-a 'to wash'
ku-chí:shúnth-a 'to wash it (Cl.7)'
ku-ghosho-a
ku-vl-ghoʃho-a
ku-ghosho-a-ghosho-a
ku-chi-ghoʃho-ɔ-ghoʃho-a
ni-za-dik-a
ni-za-chi-dik-a
ni-te-dik-a
ni-te-ghoʃho-a
u-ni-ghosho-e-a u-ghoe
u-ng6-ghoʃho-a
ni-ghoʃho-ε

Spreading can be seen to apply to a L toned object prefix as well (and subsequently to all of the nonfinal L tones of the following root if they, too, are L toned).

(18) ku-ni-ghosho-e-a
ku-ku-ghosho-e-a
u-ng6-ni-ghoʃho-ε-e
ni-ng6-ki-ghoʃho-ε-e

Apart from the general restriction that Spreading does not apply to a word-final vowel, the rule must apparently also be restricted morphologically so that it cannot take certain tense-aspect prefixes as input for the rule (although such a prefix may trigger application of Spreading to a following vowel). Thus, in the examples below, a H toned subject prefix does not spread its H tone onto the tense-aspect prefixes -ta-, -ha- and -za-, although the subject prefix does participate in Spreading in verb roots and object prefixes.

(19) ni-ta-dik-a
ni-ta-ghosho-a
a-za-dik-a
a-ha-ku-dik-iy-a
ni-te-dik-a
ni-te-ghoʃho-a

One might approach these facts with the assumption that tense-aspect prefixes never undergo Spreading and reformulate the rule with a categorical
restriction to that effect. Another approach would be to assume that these specific prefixes are exceptions to the most general formulation of rule (6). These prefixes may have originally been compound Verb + Verb constructions and were thus word-final (viz. ni-ta # dik’a), so that the restriction on Spreading is at least explainable diachronically. Synchronically, there is little evidence for a word boundary after these prefixes.3

Evidence which would clearly decide in favor of one of these hypotheses would be the existence or nonexistence of other tense-aspect prefixes which undergo Spreading. There is, in fact, some evidence, albeit not incontrovertible, that some tense-aspect prefixes do undergo Spreading. The prefix -a- “present” has a L tone, and after a L toned subject prefix, it remains L toned. However, after a H toned subject prefix, the vowel -a- takes a H tone, which spreads throughout the verb stem.

\[(20)\] na-a-dik-a ‘I cook'
na-a-ku-ghosho-e-a ‘I do for you'
\(\delta-a-dik-a\) ‘he cooks'
\(\delta-a-ku-ghosh\delta-a\) ‘he does for you'

The data in (20) would thus constitute an argument that Spreading does in fact apply to tense-aspect prefixes, and that the prefixes -ha-, -za-, and -ta- are anomalous exceptions. The alternative would be to treat the prefixes -ha- et al. as regular and invoke some exceptional rule which applies only to the prefix -a- above. The former solution would seem preferable on theoretical grounds, since that solution only requires that certain morphemes be marked as exceptions to an independently motivated rule, whereas the latter solution requires the addition of an idiosyncratic rule applying to a single prefix.

---

3The vowel -a- in these prefixes varies according to tense with -e-, so that the prefix -ta- in ni-ta-dik-a ‘I’m cooking (vt)’ has the past-tense form -te- as in ni-te-dik-a ‘I was cooking (vt)’. It is only in this way that these prefixes act as though they were followed by a word boundary. But even with that word boundary, the vowel change a/e is still only diachronically understandable, not synchronically predictable.
There are other data which lend support to the claim that Spreading applies to tense-aspect prefixes. The progressive prefix -ki- always bears a H tone and is always immediately preceded by a H toned subject prefix.

(21) ú-ki-dik-a 'if you cook'
    née ú-ki-dik-a 'you were cooking'
    née ni-ki-ghóshó-a 'I was doing'
    née ó-ki-ghóshó-a 'he was doing'

It is impossible for the prefix -ki- to be preceded by a L toned prefix, so there is no direct evidence that this prefix must have an underlying L tone which is changed to a H tone by Spreading. There are, nevertheless, reasons to believe that this prefix takes its H tone from Spreading. As I shall argue later, there is a downstep rule which introduces a downstep between H tone autosegments, so that when a H toned prefix is placed before another H tone, the second H tone is downstepped. If the prefix -ki- had an underlying H tone, we would expect there to be a downstep between the subject prefix and the prefix -ki-, i.e. incorrect *nła-ki-dik-a. In fact, the only way for there to be two H tones next to each other without an intervening downstep is for the second H tone to be the first H tone, spread onto the following vowel by Spreading or Tone Copy. It can thus be seen that there are reasons for believing that Spreading does apply to tense-aspect prefixes and that the prefixes -ha-, -za-, and -ta- are lexical exceptions to Spreading.

I have shown earlier that when Spreading applies between words to the tone sequence HLH, the surface pattern HH'H results. The same change of HLH to HH'H is found within words when Spreading applies. In the examples below, a L toned object prefix has its tone raised after a H toned prefix when it stands before a H toned verb stem as well as before a L toned verb stem.

(22) ni-те-ку-і-каáng-fy-a 'I fried for you (vf)'
    a-те-ні-і-гла-а 'he saw me (vf)'
    6-ку-і-каáng-fy-a nyama 'he's frying you meat'
    6-6-ку-і-каáng-fy-a 'he's frying for you'
    née ó-ki-nі-і-каáng-fy-a 'you were cooking for me'

As pointed out in the discussion of Spreading across word boundaries, the change of HLH to HH'H could be explained in one of two ways.
The downdrifting rule applies before Spreading, or else the floating L tone seen in (23) triggers downdrifting, which then applies after Spreading.

(23) \[ \text{u-ki-ni-kaang-ly-a} \]

A third possibility is available, which I shall discuss below.

4. Downstepping

It is a general fact of Shambaa grammar that whenever two independent H tones are brought together, a downstep appears between the two, independent of the application of Spreading or the presence of any underlying L tones. It can be seen in the examples in (24) that a downstep develops every time a H tone final word is followed by a H tone initial word.

(24) nwānā 'child'  
dū 'only'  
kūi 'dog'  
ngō'tō 'sheep'  
f-za-tā 'it died (C1.9)'  
nwānā 'dū 'dū 'ngō'tō  
ā-za-kōm-ā 'dū 'ngō'tō 'he just killed a sheep'  
ā-za-kōm-ā 'ngō'tō 'he killed a sheep'  
ngō'tō 'f-za-fā 'the sheep died'  
fy 'kūi 'it is a dog'

Thus, between words, a H tone is downstepped after both H tones and L tones. Without going into great detail about the correct formulation of the downstepping rule, one might account for these data by inserting a downstep between H tones in separate words, as in (25).⁴

(25) \[ \text{H} \rightarrow \text{H#H} \]

But this process is in fact more general; it also applies inside of words. So, when a H toned object prefix stands after a H toned subject pre-

⁴ One might still wish to connect downstep with downdrift here by claiming that all of these words begin with a floating L tone. Of course, this would mean that every word which begins with a H tone 'actually' begins with a floating L tone. But even that solution will not work—in isolation, these initial H tones are not downdrifted (see section 2).
fix, a downstep appears between the two H tones.

(26) á-́wá-ghoshó-á-e u-ghoe 'he's making them a rope'
    /á-́wá-ghoshoea/
á-á-́wá-ghoshó-á-e 'he's doing for them'
ů-́wá-łé1-e 'you should look at them'

Similarly, when a H toned tense-aspect prefix precedes a H toned root or a H toned object prefix, the two underlying H tones are separated by a surface downstep.

(27) a-ťá-́kóm-á 'he killed (vf)'
    ni-ťá-́wá-dék-ły-a 'I cooked for them (vf)'
á-á-́kăūng-a 'I had fried'
a-ngé-́já 'he should have cooked'
a-ngé-́wá-dék-ły-a 'he should have cooked for them'

The change of (28a) to (28b) can be accounted for very easily by generalising the Downstep rule (25) to apply between any two H tone autosegments, internally or externally.

(28) a. L H H
    a - te - kóm - a
b. L H ! H
    a - te - kóm - a

The Downstep rule can actually be generalised in two ways. First, it can be generalised so that it applies within words as well as between words. Following the suggestions made in Odden [1981] regarding boundaries and phrase-level rules, I will assume that the Downstepping rule applies at all syntactic levels and that the word boundary should therefore be removed. Secondly, the Downstepping rule can be generalised so that it accounts for phonetic downdrifting as well as downstepping simply by eliminating the lefthand H tone environment.

Clements [1981] proposes a metrical theory of tone register which assigns metrical tree structure to tonal autosegments and allows downdrift and downstep (inter alia; see Odden [1982a]) to be read off of labeled trees. The rule which Clements proposes for the classical downdrifting process can be
modified for Shambaa so that the rule applies not just to a H tone after a L, but to any H tone. Thus, the rules for constructing tone-register trees in Shambaa will be those in (29).

(29) Every H tone forms the right branch of a maximal n-ary branching tree.

Any remaining tones are gathered into an n-ary branching tree.

Sequences of trees constructed by these rules are gathered into right-branching binary trees labeled \([h, l]\).

With this tree-construction rule, the forms ngo't'o 'sheep', ázafá 'he has died' and ni' ngo't'o 'du 'it is only a sheep' will have the tree structures in (30).

(30)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ngo to} \\
H H H H L H H H H H H \\
\text{a za fa} \\
\text{ni ngo to du}
\end{array}
\]

The capital letters \(H, L\) stand for tonal autosegments and the small letters \(h, l\) stand for the labels of the tone-register tree. These trees are interpreted as follows: starting at the top, the tone-register of the sequence dominated by \(h\) is higher than the sequence dominated by \(l\). Thus, the H tone of du above is at the lowest level because it is dominated by the greatest number of L's.

I will assume here that when a word has two consecutive phonetic H tones with no intervening downstep as in ku-kóm-á 'to kill' or nyóká 'snake' there is a single H tone autosegment associated with multiple vowels. That is, I assume the following representations for ku-kóm-á and nyóká .

(31)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
kú-kóm-á \\
L H H
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
nyóká \\
H
\end{array}
\]

In the case of verbs it is quite easy to justify the representation in (31), since it clearly derives from application of Tone Copy (or Spreading in the case of the multiple H tones of ku-táhík-a 'to vomit'). I assume that
the noun nyôkâ has the underlying form nyôkâ and that it too undergoes Tone Copy, although there are no morphologically-induced alternations in tone for this noun as there are for verbs. Still, there are very few nouns with the tonal shape HL (including kûl 'dog' and twîgâ 'giraffe'), and I treat these nouns as exceptions to Tone Copy (as the verbal stems -îsî 'sleep' and -îsî- 'buy' are). Notice that if the nouns kûl and twîgâ are not treated as exceptions to Tone Copy, Tone Copy must be complicated anyway so that it applies only to verbs; otherwise, we would indeed expect all HL nouns to undergo Tone Copy. So, apart from any considerations of downstepping, it is still necessary to treat HL nouns as exceptions to Tone Copy.

Given this revised account of downstepping and downdrifting, we may reconsider just what the facts of downstepping show about the formulation of Spreading.

I argued earlier that the best way to account for the fact that HLM becomes HLM by application of Spreading is to treat Spreading as a rule disassociating a L tone and spreading the association of a H tone from the left. It was argued that the resultant floating L tone was needed to trigger the downdrifting rule. But, since we know that a downstep is also brought about between any two independent H tones, the floating L is not needed to trigger the downdrifting rule. Rather, a downstep is automatically predicted by applying the tree-construction rule (29) to the configuration in (32), which derives from underlying nî ma-kûl 'they are dogs' by Spreading.

(32) H H L
    nî ma-kû l

But this configuration is possible only if the Spreading rule is in fact a rule spreading the association of a H tone rather than a rule changing a L feature value to a H feature value. So, the analysis of Spreading as a spreading of one H tone to many vowels is vindicated, albeit for a different reason than was proposed earlier.

Note that there is an underlying contrast between two adjacent H tones in ngô tô and one H in nyôkâ (/ngô tô/ versus /nyôkâ/). The Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) proposed in Lehen [1978] predicts that such a contrast would be impossible, since the two adjacent identical H tones of /ngô tô/ should be reduced to one. This tonal contrast in Kishambaa thus refutes the OCP, even as revised in Odhe [1980], where it is proposed that the OCP is
5. Tone Absorption

As I have just argued, whenever two H tones come together within or between words, a downstep appears between the tones. The rule is easiest to demonstrate when each H tone stands in a separate morpheme, and in the above examples, the rule was motivated with various combinations of object prefix, subject prefix, H toned verb root, and tense-aspect prefix. Lacking in these combinations was a H toned verb root and a H toned object prefix. Indeed, as predicted, when a H toned object prefix stands before a monosyllabic H toned root, the two independent H tone autosegments are separated by a downstep, as predicted.

(33) ni-ki-'chi-'já  'I was eating it (Cl.7)'
    I-Prog-it(T)-eat
    a- ngé-'chi-'já  'he should have eaten it (Cl.7)'
    he-should-it(?)-eat
    ku-chi- 'já  'to eat it (Cl.7)'
    to-it(?)-eat
    ni- tó- 'f- 'nywá  'I drank it (Cl.9)'
    I-past-it(9)-drink

However, if a H toned object prefix stands before a H toned verb stem of two or more syllables, no downstep appears between the two underlying H tone autosegments.

(34) ní-kf- 'chí-kóm-á  'I was killing it (Cl.7)'
    I-Prog-it(T)-kill
    a- ngé- 'chí-kóm-á  'he should have killed it (Cl.7)'
    he-should-it(?)-kill
    ku-wá-kóm-á  'to kill them'
    to-it(?)-kill
    ní-tó- 'f-kááng-fy-a  'I fried with it (Cl.9)'
    I-past-it(9)-drink

These data represent the only case where two distinct underlying H tone autosegments can be brought together without a downstep appearing between them.

One approach to this problem would be to place some sort of restriction on the rule constructing the tone-register trees discussed in (29). Those rules might be restricted so that the H tone of the object prefix does not form a right branch if it is followed by the H tone of a verb root, providing only valid for lexical entries. We can now see that the OCP is not even universally valid for the lexicon.
that the verb root is not monosyllabic. However, I can see no way to state this "generalisation" in the tree-construction rule with less than brute force.

The second approach, the one which I will take here, is to assume that no downstep appears between the H tones in question because on the surface the two H tones have in fact been merged, so that they are represented as a single H tone autosegment associated with two vowels. That is, I assume that the form ku-wa-kom-á has the representation in (35), in which no downstep could appear.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{ku-wa-kom-á}
\end{array}
\]

In contrast, ku-chi-ja would have the representation in (36).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{ku-chi-ja}
\end{array}
\]

The question now arises with this approach how the contrasting structures in (35) and (36) arise from underlying forms in which the object prefix and verb root clearly have separate H tones. To achieve the proper contrasts, we require the addition of a H tone Absorption rule such as (37) which eliminates the H tone of the object prefix and assigns it the H tone of the verb root, providing that the object prefix is unstressed.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{[-stress]} \\
\text{[-obj. pref.]} \\
\text{H}
\end{array}
\]

The Tone Absorption approach has the advantage that it is more easily statable than a restriction on the downdrifting rule, and indeed it is not clear that appropriate restrictions on downdrifting can be concocted. The Tone Absorption hypothesis also predicts that the tone of the underlying H toned object prefix will share the fate of the underlying H tone of the verb root. Thus, any rule which lowers the H tone of the verb root should also lower the absorbed H tone of the object prefix. This prediction will be verified in the last section, where I discuss a Lowering rule, which indeed lowers the H tone of both the root and the object prefix in precisely the environments
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6. Rise Simplification

As observed in the first section, vowel sequences are not separated by any hiatus, so that the sequence ai sounds more like a monosyllabic diphthong than a sequence of separate vowels. As was also observed earlier, when vowels combine to form a single syllable, level H, level L, H-to-L falling, and H-to-'H falling tones are possible. Conspicuously missing in this inventory are rising tones--there are virtually none in the language. This phonetic gap can be explained by a rule changing rising tones to level L tones. Such a rule can be easily motivated by phonological alternations. For example, there are a number of verb stems which are H toned and vowel-initial. When no prefix precedes the stem, as in the imperative, the initial vowel has a H tone, as expected. When the verb is preceded by the L toned infinitive prefix, the prefix vowel appears as w, with compensatory lengthening of the following vowel. But that vowel does not have the predicted rising tone (the L component from the infinitive prefix and the H component from the verb root); rather, it has a level L tone. Yet, the final vowel of the infinitive is H toned, indicating that the lexical H tone is not lost totally.

(38) ón-á 'see!' imb-á 'sing!' inkh-á 'give!' ft-á 'go!' kw-oon-á 'to see' kw-imb-á 'to sing' kw-inkh-á 'to give' kw-itt-á 'to go'

Assuming a rule to simplify rising tones to level L tones, the expected forms *kwoóná and *kwiftá can be changed to the correct phonetic forms by applying (39).

(39) L \(\xrightarrow{\text{H}}\)

Additional motivation comes from verbal forms where a L toned prefix stands before a H toned vowel initial root, as shown in (40).
The Rise Simplification rule does not simplify every rising tone; for example, certain vowel-initial verbs are exceptions to Tone Copy and also retain their root-initial H tone in (41), yielding a rising tone on the surface.

(41) kw-oot-a 'to dream'
    kw-iik-a 'to put'
    kw-eet-a 'to bring'
    ku-üz-a 'to ask'

This connection between failure of Tone Copy and failure of Rise Simplification can be explained by revising Rise Simplification, so that it can only apply to a H tone which is associated with at least one vowel after it, as specified in (42).

(42) L H
    \———\  
    V V V

The Rise Simplification rule can also help us to understand the (otherwise inexplicable) behavior of the completive prefix -i-. As seen in (43), the prefix is phonetically L toned after a L toned subject prefix.

(43) ni-i-kāāng-e 'I've fried'
    ni-i-kōm-fyē 'I've killed'
    ni-i-wā-kōm-fyē 'I've killed them'

However, this prefix is anomalous in that a L toned verb after it has a phonetic H tone (spread throughout all of the nonfinal vowels of the stem), without any apparent cause.

(44) ni-i-ghōshō-e 'I've done'
    ni-i-dīk-fyē 'I've cooked'
    ni-i-ghūuk-e 'I've run'
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Moreover, a L toned object prefix is also H toned after the completive prefix -i-.

\[(45)\] ni-i-ku-dik-iye 'I've cooked for you'

\[ni-i-ku-k\-\dot{6}n-iye\] 'I've seen you'

Now the H tone of the object prefix and the root could be explained by applying Spreading, if there were a H toned prefix before the stem. But how is this relevant to the phonetically L toned prefix -i-? If the prefix is basically H toned, it may both condition Spreading and then itself undergo Rise Simplification. Assuming that the prefix -i- has an underlying H tone, the derivation of the phonetic form \(ni-i-ku-dik-iye\) from underlying \(ni-i-ku-dik-iye\) is given in (46).

\[(46)\]

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c}
  & L & H & L & L & L & L & L \\
\hline
ni-i-ku-dik-iye & & & & & & & \\
\hline
L & H & L & & & & & \\
\hline
ni-i-ku-dik-iye & & & & & & & \\
\hline
L & H & L & & & & & \\
\hline
ni-i-ku-dik-iye & & & & & & & \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

underlying

Spreading

Rise Simplification

If this analysis of the completive prefix were correct, then when the prefix -i- is preceded by a H toned subject prefix, Rise Simplification will be inapplicable and, because of the downdrifting rule, the tones of the subject prefix and the completive prefix should be separated by a downstep. This prediction is verified in (47).

\[(47)\] 

\(\delta-\,i-\,dik-iye\) 'he has cooked'

\(\delta-\,i-\,k\-\dot{6}m-iye\) 'he has killed'

\(\delta-\,i-\,\dot{w}a-\,k\-\dot{6}m-iye\) 'he has killed them'

7. Focus Retraction

Up to this point, I have discussed the general tonological principles of Shambaa, which apply to all categories of words. There is a tonal rule which is limited in its application to one verb tense, the present noun-focal tense. As seen below, the final vowel of the H toned verb stem is, in bisyllabic stems, phonetically L toned (where, due to the Tone Copy rule, we would expect it to be H toned).
The apparent failure of Tone Copy to apply could be handled in one of two ways. Either one could directly restrict the rule so that it simply does not apply in this tense, or else one could add another rule to the grammar lowering the final H tone. In (49), the only H tone of a monosyllabic root is deleted in word-final position in this tense.

So, to accommodate the loss of the root H tone in (49), we need to formulate a final lowering rule; a restriction on Tone Copy is insufficient. However, more data show that the H tone in final position is not totally lost, since if a monosyllabic verb is preceded by a basically L toned prefix, such as the subject prefix ni- or the object prefix m-, that prefix takes the word-final root H tone.

These data then suggest that the rule lowering the final H tone in this tense will, if possible, preserve the final H tone by shifting it to the left.

8. Imposed H Tone

The next categorially limited tonal alternation is found in a number of different morphological constructions, both nominal and verbal, and involves the addition of a string of H tones to the stem. I shall refer to this tonal pattern as the "imposed H" pattern. This pattern can be illustrated with examples of the perfective; it can be seen here that the stem-medial vowels of L toned roots bear H tone. These H tones are, so far, totally unpredictable, but worse yet, they cannot derive by applying Spreading to some H tone at the lefthand edge of the verb stem, since Spreading will not apply to a word-final
vowel, whereas these forms all have word-final H tones.

(52) ni-dik-íye nyáma  'I cooked meat'
    ni-ku-ghoshó-ó-ye  ú-ghóo  'I made you a rope'
    ni-kááng-ó nyáma  'I fried meat'
    ni-jí-ye nyáma  'I ate meat'

A similar pattern is encountered in the "way of doing" nominalisation formed by suffixing -ie to a stem and putting the resulting noun in Class 4 (with the prefix mi-).

(53) mi-kóm-éé  'way of killing'
    mi-zwik-ie  'way of dressing'
    mi-tágh-ie  'way of buying'
    mi-kááng-ó  'way of frying'
    mi-ghoshó-óé  'way of doing'

The imperative also uses this imposed H tone pattern.

(54) ghoshó-óé  'do!'
    dik-ó  'cook!'
    kóm-ó  'kill!'
    tágh-ó  'buy!'
    kááng-ó  'fry!'
    fumbáfsh-óé  'tie a load securely!'

The question then arises how this tone pattern is to be described. One thing is clear, namely that this tone pattern cannot follow automatically from rules already motivated (Spreading or Tone Copy), since otherwise, the stem tone patterns of the imperative and the infinitive would be identical, an incorrect result. We may therefore assume that associated with the imperative (and the other imposed H tone constructions) is a tone which is mapped onto the verb stem. There is no evidence in the grammar that the imposed pattern is the result of mapping two or more H tone autosegments (in addition to the lexical tone), so I assume that the imposed pattern is a reflection of a single H tone. The question then arises how and where this tone is associated with the stem.

One way to associate the imposed H tone with the stem vowels is to assume a rule which associates this tone with all vowels of the stem simultaneously;
such a rule might look like (55).

(55) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{T} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{V} \\
\overset{\text{+}}{\text{V}}
\end{array}
\]

This rule has the merit of being straightforward, in that it gives the phonetic form directly. However, the rule also applies simultaneously to an unbounded string of vowels, and there is little evidence that linguistic theory needs to include such rules.

An alternative approach is to assume that the imposed H tone is mapped first onto the final stem vowel and is then spread backwards through the stem by the following rule.

(56) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{H} \\
\overset{\text{+}}{\text{V}}
\end{array}
\]

Ordinarily, a verb root does not contain any H tone after the root-initial syllable. The Leftward Spreading rule will only apply to those syllables in the stem which have no underlying tones and not to the initial syllable which has the lexical tone of the root.

The only possible difficulty which might be anticipated with the Leftward Spreading analysis is that there might be nouns of the tonal shape LLH, where we might expect Leftward Spreading to have applied. As far as I know, there are no nouns with the stem tone pattern LLH, although further research may show that this pattern is possible. If such nouns do appear, the Leftward Spreading rule could still be maintained by assuming that in such nouns each syllable has an underlying tone, so that there are no toneless syllables for the final H tone to associate with.

Interestingly, there are a number of nouns with H tones on all syllables, including on the final syllable, which might be derived by applying Leftward Spreading to an underlying HLH pattern.

(57) nthúmbíří  'monkey'
nkhúmbáŋú  'bull'
nkhángéwá  'pigeon'
nkhúngúŋí  'bedbug'

If nkhúngúŋí has the underlying form nkhúnguní, Leftward Spreading would
apply to give this noun the same pattern as that found in the nominalisation mikâŋgió, which derives from underlying mikâŋgió. It will clearly be impossible to account for the final H tone in the nouns in (57) by applying the (Rightward) Spreading rule to an underlying form such as nkhunguni, since the final vowel could not take a H tone by Spreading. The only alternative to that outlined above is to represent these nouns as having a H tone lexically associated with all of the stem vowels; such representations as those in (58) are not otherwise needed in the lexicon.

(58) \[ nkhunguni \]

One interesting problem with the imposed H tone pattern in H toned stems is the fact that, although the tone of the stem is apparently composed of two separate H tone autosegments (the root H tone and the imposed H tone), no downstep occurs where the two H tones meet. So, we would expect the mapping and Leftward Spreading rules to yield a structure like that in (59), to which downstepping should apply.

(59) \[ L \ H \ H \]

\[ ni-kom-iye \]

One explanation for the failure of a downstep to appear here is that the Tone Absorption rule (37) applies to convert (59) into (60).

(60) \[ L \ H \]

\[ ni-kom-iye \]

As discussed in the fifth section, Tone Absorption applies between the H tone of the object prefix and the H tone of the root. One might object to the position that this same rule can in fact apply within a root, since the rule was stated to apply to the tone of an object prefix. This then requires us to reevaluate the reasons for this specific restriction. Tone Absorption must be restricted so that the H tone of the subject prefix á- or the tense-aspect prefix -te- is not absorbed by the H tone of the root; instead, a downstep appears, as predicted.

(61) \[ á-kom-a nyóka \] 'he’s killing a snake (nf)'
\[ a-te-kóm-á \] 'he killed (vf)'
However, it is common in many Bantu languages for the object prefix and the root to form a tighter phonological and morphological unit than, say, the subject prefix and the stem. For example, in the mora-counting verbal tone assignment rules in Kimatuumbi [Odden 1982b], the object prefix must be treated as part of the stem. So, if the object prefix in Shambaa is treated as part of the stem, the Tone Absorption rule can apply to both the object prefix and to the imposed H tone, since both are in the stem, whereas the subject prefix and the tense-aspect prefix are not in the stem. However, it is still necessary to differentiate between application of Tone Absorption to the imposed H tone and to the object prefix; the [-stress] condition is required for the application of the rule to the object prefix (ni-te-'chf-'jå 'I ate it (vf)'), but not when the imposed H and the root H are combined in the imperative kóm-å 'kill!'

(62)

\[ \text{As I shall argue immediately below, there is also evidence that the root and imposed H tones fuse into a single tone; when one is lost, so is the other.} \]

9. Lowering

Shambaa has one rule that lowers tones. That rule only applies in the subjunctive, and apart from the phonological specification which identifies the last H tone in the stem, the rule has no phonological conditions. In the subjunctive, I shall show, the last H tone of the stem is lowered (and that H tone may, of course, be associated with a number of vowels). The motivation for this rule is, for the most part, that such a rule helps to explain apparent restrictions on Spreading and Tone Copy.

The tone pattern found in L toned verbs in the subjunctive is, at least for the data below, exactly what we would predict on the basis of the rule already motivated; the H tone of the subject prefix spreads throughout the stem to all of the vowels except the last one.
(63) ni-dìk-e 'I should cook'
nì-ghōshtō-e 'I should do'
ne ni-zw-e 'I will skin (soon)'
sē 'ni-ghōshtō-e 'I won't do (soon)'

Unexpectedly, the Tone Copy rule fails to apply in (C)V-C-V H-toned verbs in the subjunctive.

(64) ni-kóm-e 'I should kill'
nì-ōn-e 'I should see'
ne ni-ft-e 'I will go (soon)'
sē 'ni-ft-e 'I won't go (soon)'
nōze ni-kóm-e 'I will kill (later)'

There are two ways that one could explain the fact that the root H tone has not spread to the final vowel by Tone Copy. One could either stipulate that the rule is blocked in the subjunctive, or else one could assume that the H tone of the stem -kóm- is lowered in the forms in (64) and that the root-internal H tone there derives by application of Spreading (conditioned by the H-toned subject prefix). I shall refer to the former hypothesis as the Restriction hypothesis and the latter as the Lowering hypothesis. Under the Lowering hypothesis, a derivation such as (65) is assumed.

(65) H H L
      | | |
      ni-kóm-e underlying
      H L L
      | | |
      ni-kóm-e Lowering
      H L
      \ / Lowering
      ni-kóm-e Spreading

The Lowering hypothesis also explains another anomaly of the forms in (64), namely that no downstep appears between the subject prefix and the root, so that u-kóm-e 'you should kill' contrasts in this respect with ś-compa nyōkā 'he's killing a snake (nf)'. If the root-initial H tone in u-kóm-e results from spreading the prefixal H tone to the root, no downstep would be expected. The Restriction hypothesis requires, on the other hand, the stipulation that downstepping fails to apply in the subjunctive, and in fact this
restriction cannot be maintained so generally, as we shall see below, with multiple examples of downstepped H tones in the subjunctive.

I therefore propose the following Lowering rule to account for lowering of the stem H tone in the subjunctive.

\[(66)\quad H \rightarrow L/\quad \# \text{ subjunctive} \quad [+\text{root}]\]

When a subjunctive verb has an object prefix, a different tone pattern is found. As seen below with L toned verbs, the initial stem vowel has a H tone (derived from a L tone by spreading the H tone of the object prefix, which may itself derive from spreading of the H of the subject prefix). However, all of the stem-medial vowels have L tones.

\[(67)\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
nězē nj-ũ-lǒ-gi-ə \quad \text{‘I will see you’} \\
nězē nj-ũ-ŋhǒ-šo-e-e \quad \text{‘I will do for you’} \\
nj-ũ-gǒk-iyy-e \quad \text{‘I should cook for you’} \\
nj-ũ-‘wā-dīk-iy-e \quad \text{‘I will cook for them (soon)’} \\
nj-ũ-‘wā-ŋhǒ-šo-e-e \quad \text{‘I will not do for them (soon)’}
\end{array}
\]

Since Spreading applies to both the L toned object prefix -ku- and the initial stem syllable, it would be impossible to maintain that Spreading does not apply in the subjunctive when an object prefix is present. Rather, the restriction on Spreading must be limited (directly or derivatively) so that only stem-internal application of Spreading is blocked. The rule might be directly restricted by reformulating Spreading so that it does not apply to a non-initial stem vowel in the subjunctive if an object prefix is present. But such a restriction would be quite cumbersome to actually state in the Spreading rule, and as we shall see, there is reason to believe that another explanation is available for this apparent restriction on Spreading.

We may hypothesize that when the subjunctive has an object prefix, the imposed H tone is added to the stem, so that the form nj-ũ-ŋhǒ-šo-e-e has the following underlying form.

\[(68)\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \quad L \quad L \\
nj-ũ-ŋhǒ-šo-e-e
\end{array}
\]

One way to prevent the H tone of the subject prefix from spreading throughout the stem is to assume that Spreading applies to the above structure, and
After the Spreading rule applies, some rule will lower the final H tone which is associated with all of the non-initial stem vowels, giving the correct phonetic form ni-kú-ghóshe-e-e 'I should do for you'. But we already have a rule which lowers a stem H tone in the subjunctive, Lowering (66). With the assumption that the imposed H tone is added to a subjunctive stem with an object prefix, there is an explanation for the apparent failure of Spreading to apply inside of these L toned verb stems.

In addition to explaining the blockage of Spreading inside of the stem, we can also see more directly that the Lowering rule does in fact totally eliminate the H tone of H toned verb roots. As seen below, when the H toned root is preceded by an object prefix, the entire root is L toned, and Spreading stops at the initial vowel of the verb.

(70) ni-kú-kaang-iy-e 'I should fry for you'
    ni-kú-kom-e 'I should kill for you'
    ne ni-kú-fumbatish-e 'I will tie you securely (soon)'
    sē 'ni-kú-kom-e 'I will not kill you (soon)'
    sāZe ni-kú-kaang-iy-e 'I won't fry for you'

How are we to explain the loss of the root H tone in (70), as well as the failure of Spreading to apply into the verb stem? Assuming as I have that the imposed H tone is added to the stem, the Tone Absorption rule should combine the root H tone and the imposed H tone into a single H. The Spreading rule will spread the H of the subject prefix to the object prefix, but no further. Then the Lowering rule applies to the stem H, giving the phonetic form, as shown in the derivation below.
Thus, the hypothesis that the subjunctive with object prefix has an imposed H tone explains the loss of the lexical H tone as well as the failure of Spreading to apply to any of the vowels of the verb root.

In the above examples, a L toned object prefix has been used. When the object prefix is H toned, we would expect that its tone would be absorbed into the root H tone (which also incorporates the root H tone and the imposed H tone). And, true to prediction, when an object prefix is H toned underlyingly, it undergoes Lowering along with the root and imposed H tones.

We thus have the paradoxical situation that, when the underlying form has more H tones, there are fewer H tones on the surface.

Given the Tone Absorption rule as previously postulated, the fact that the H tone of the object prefix is lowered when the root H tone is lowered is automatically predicted, because the present analysis claims that the two H tones are the same H tone. In turn, these data give support to the claim that the Tone Absorption rule does combine the root H tone and the object prefix H tone; not only does downstepping fail to apply between the object prefix and the H toned verb root, but just in case the root H tone is lowered
(in the subjunctive), the H tone of the object prefix is also lowered.

Moreover, as predicted, when an object prefix is stressed in the subjunctive, it cannot undergo Tone Absorption, and therefore should not (and does not) undergo Lowering when the H tone of the verb root does.

(73) ni-'chi-je      'I should eat it (Cl.7)'
    ni-’chi-nywe    'I should drink it (Cl.7)'

The derivation of the form ni-’chi-je is given below.

(74)       \ H \ H \ H 
    \ \ \ \ \ \     underlying
    ni-’chi-je      NA
    \ H \ H \ L 
    \ \ \ \ \ \     Absorption
    ni-’chi-je      Lowering
    ni-’chi-je      downdrifting

There is in fact more direct evidence that the imposed H tone is added in the subjunctive when an object prefix is present. The Lowering rule generally wipes out the imposed H tone, but, in the far-future positive form of the subjunctive in a H toned root, the Lowering rule exceptionally fails to apply. Note, in contrast, that Lowering applies to all L toned verbs, to all far-future negative verbs, and to all near-future positive verbs. In (75) we see that the final and medial vowels of the stem are H toned, just as typically happens with the imposed pattern in other tenses where Lowering does not apply.

(75)    nèze ni-kú-’káang-iy-é    'I will fry for you'
    nèze ni-kú-’kóm-é    'I will kill for you'
    nèze ni-’wá-káang-iy-é    'I will fry for them'
    nèze ni-’wá-kóm-é    'I will kill them'

So, just in case Lowering fails to apply, the entire stem is H toned, including the final vowel.

There is one remaining problem which requires discussion before leaving the tone of the subjunctive. I have just argued that the imposed H tone is added to stems with an object prefix, that Absorption applies before Lowering, and that Spreading applies before Lowering in order to explain the fact that none of the stem-medial vowels in ni-kú-kaang-iy-e 'I should fry for you'
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have H tone. On the other hand, to explain the fact that Spreading does apply to the stem-medial vowels in ni-kāng-iy-e or ni-kōm-e, we have to assume that Spreading applies before Lowering. An ordering paradox appears to be at hand; when the imposed H tone is added to the stem, Spreading must precede Lowering, and when the imposed H tone is not added, Lowering precedes Spreading.

There is, fortunately, another explanation for why the stem-internal L tones in the form ni-kū-kaang-iy-e do not undergo Spreading. We may first assume that Spreading applies after Lowering (as it must for ni-kōm-e 'I should kill') and that the Spreading rule is restricted so that it only applies to a L tone associated with a single vowel; with this restriction, Spreading could not apply to ni-wa-kaang-iy-e, since the L tone is associated with multiple vowels, as shown in (76).

\[ \text{(76)} \quad \begin{array}{c}
  \text{H} \\
  \text{L}
\end{array} \]
\[ \text{ni-wa-kaang-iy-e} \]

The only source for a L tone associated with multiple vowels is in fact from application of Lowering to the imposed H tone, and it is precisely in the case where imposed H tone is lowered that Spreading is violated on the surface. Thus, Spreading must be reformulated as in (77).

\[ \text{(77)} \quad \begin{array}{c}
  \text{H} \\
  \text{L}
\end{array} \]

The apparent ordering paradox between Lowering and Spreading can therefore be resolved by ordering Lowering before Spreading, but also restricting Spreading so that it only applies to a L tone associated with a single vowel.

10. Conclusions

I have surveyed a number of different tonal alternations in Shambaa, some of which cut across all categories, and some of which apply only in certain verb tenses. The discussions have been carried out within an autosegmental framework, and indeed, it is hard to see how some of these problems could be resolved in a segmental theory of tone—in particular, a segmental approach to tone could not provide any explanation of the limitation on Spreading seen above and could not handle downdrifting at all easily.
Beyond providing an example of how the autosegmental model can provide an enlightening account for Shambaa tone, this study also brings out facts of Shambaa which are of some comparative and historical interest. For example, I have argued here that Tone Copy and Tone Spreading must be accounted for by spreading the association of a H tone, since on general grounds, we would expect separate H tone autosegments to be separated on the surface by a downstep. So, Shambaa may furnish important evidence bearing on the original form of Spreading in other Bantu languages, where there may be no evidence to argue for a feature-changing versus association-spreading approach to Spreading.

The analysis given here for the imposed H tone in the subjunctive has comparative value as well. Meeussen (1976) reconstructs for Proto-Bantu a tone pattern for the subjunctive with object prefix where the final and medial vowels of the root have a H tone. No such surface pattern is seen in Shambaa nf-wa-kaang-iy-e 'I should fry for them', but as I have argued here, the underlying form nf-wa-kaang-ry-e is precisely what Meeussen reconstructs for Proto-Bantu.

Finally, this study gives us information about Shambaa which may be valuable in understanding the subgroupings within Bantu. In particular, the Tone Absorption rule is not limited to Shambaa, but also apparently is found in the neighboring language KiPare. However, in the southern dialect of KiPare, the surface evidence for Absorption is of a different character than in Shambaa; in KiPare, the Absorption rule is necessary to prevent the object prefix from lowering the H tone of the verb root (where, otherwise, a H tone immediately after a H tone is always lowered). Based only on surface data, one would not suspect that the two languages share the same rule.
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EXISTENCE AND POSSESSION IN BISA

Tony Naden
Ghana Institute of Linguistics,
Literacy and Bible Translation

John Hutchison argues [1980] that what have been considered as several different homophonous particles in Kanuri should be rather analysed as a single morpheme, an associative postposition. Part of the argumentation is designed "to show how a single morpheme...could carry out all the functions" (p.350) involved, in order to help justify the "proposed unity of the seemingly incongruous spectrum of functions" (p.351). One group of these functions involves the predication of existence (in the universe, or at a specific time and place) upon a single nominal argument, or predication of the possession or characterization of one argument by another. While this section of Hutchison's paper (3.1, pp. 325ff) may not be the most controversial part of his proposals, it might be of interest to consider the linking of these particular functions, though expressed by different grammatical means, in Bisa.

Bisa is a language of the southeastern subgroup of Mande [Prost 1953] spoken in Upper Volta and northeastern Ghana. It has a considerable number of verb-less clauses, both in terms of types and in terms of tokens in running text (some 20% in my sample; cf. Naden [1970:106]). These express identification, classification/role, location:

(1) Identification

\[ \text{Gi n} \]

'dog copula-particle

'It's a dog'

(2) Classification/Role

a) \[ \text{Moo gaas ba ibi n} \]

'I friend thou cop-pt. friend'

b) \[ \text{Tiikya awo n} \]

'teacher he cop-pt.

(3) Location

\[ \text{ibi Frans -w so} \]

'thou France -in also

'You, too, are in French territory'

There is also, however, a very frequently used pair of existential/locative verbs \text{ta} 'to exist, be in...' and \text{ba} 'not to exist, not to be in...'. These are almost invariably followed by the clitic postposition/adverb of location, which is \text{w} following a vowel (as in (3) above), and \text{o} following a consonant. With \text{ba}, which is intrinsically negative, there appears the clause-final negative particle \text{y} (-\text{-i}). Basic usage of these items can be seen in the common greetings (see also Naden [1980]):
These verbs may predicate absolute existence ('in the universe'), as clearly in the oft-heard fatalistic formula:

(6) Wusu ta -w
   'God exists'

They may also predicate localized or available existence:

(7) Fobile ba -w
   'There is no food (here, at the moment)'

The verbs are often also used with a locative adjunct to predicate existence or location in a particular place:

(8) Gwaa ta naa-w
    'There's a man here'

(9) A ba naa-w
    'He isn't here'

(10) A ta m par-0
     'He is at my house'

Possession is expressed by predicating the existence of a NP with the possessor as pre-posed associative modifier:

(11) Moo lu ta -w
    'I have a wife'
    (or 'My wife is here/is alive')

    cf. Moo lu bor naa-w
    'My wife came here'

(12) A fo -si ba -w
     'He has nothing'

The choice of 'possessed' NPs of other semantic classes yields a number of other meanings equally exemplified in Hutchison's Kanuri examples:

(13) A gwili ta-w
    'It is heavy' (gwili 'weight')
'I am hungry' (no 'belly')

'She is pretty' (gweli 'beauty')

The associative pronoun can be deleted if it is adequately determined by discourse or pragmatic context:

'I (you/he/she... ) have insomnia'

(16) Nyintim ba-w-i (nyintim 'sleep')

He (it/you...) is strong' (panga 'strength')

The postposition/adverbial relator particles in Bisa collocate with verbs in a way very comparable with the English 'phrasal verb' patterns. The basic argument order is S-(O)-V-(R) where R is a relator phrase functioning as indirect object, the exact semantic status of this constituent depending on the verb selected and on the obligatory or optional co-presence of the direct (pre-verb) object. These structures furnish an alternative way to use the existential verb to predicate possession (this form is only used in the positive): the possessor is subject of the clause and the possessed is in the R place (ta and ba are never found with pre-verb DO)—a reversal of the more common approach of which the classic example is the Latin est mihi 'there is unto me' possessive:

(18) A ta busoo n guta

'He has lots of money'

In my data, this form is the normal one (and is largely restricted to cases) where something additional follows the basic core of the clause, like the guta of (18) which is equally analysable as an adverb modifying the whole predicate or as a heavy-shifted modifier from the R constituent ('busoo guta 'much money').

Finally, there is a small group of verbs with a S-(O)-V-(R)-C frame where C is a complement predicated upon the subject: 'become' and 'make into' are the sort of concepts involved. This frame is used by ta in one common construction where a dummy 'it' is the subject, the complement is an experience, and the experiencer is at R:

1I use the term 'heavy shift' in this and related cases because the adjective (or numeral, relative, quantifier, second part of coordination) normally follows the Noun Head of the NP which is Subject or Topic (or, in some cases, Object; Clause order is invariably SOV) but is moved to the right so as to follow the predicate, so normally to clause-final position—i.e. complex NPs in leftward positions tend to be split so that the modifiers can be end-shifted.
Thus in Bisa, as in Kanuri, we see a link between the expression of existential, possessive, and characterizing/experiential predicates. That this is by no means inevitable may be seen by considering the Gur languages by which Bisa is surrounded (Moore, Gurma, Kusaal, Mampruli) which have a verb for 'to have' which takes a straight direct object of the thing possessed and contrasts lexically with the existential/locative verb which parallels many of the other functions of Bisa ta/ta. The Bisa 'my...exists' seems to be a fairly unusual way of expressing possession.
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